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The Mother ~achine: Be»roductive Technologies from 
Artificial Insemination to Artificial Wombs 
By Gena Corea 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1985) 

By Htltn Bequaert Holmts, Women's Rtstarch lnstitlllt, Hartford Colltgt for Womtn, Hartford, Connteticllt 

"Test-tube Baby Made Dream Come Truer' screams 
the headline. "Surrogate provides Gift of Life to 
Happy Couple!" "Adelaide Twins World's First!" And 
10 it goes in the papers almost daily: artificial 
inlemination, surrogate motherhood, test-tube babies (in 
vitro fertilmtion~ SCI determination, embryo transfer, 
cloning_ 

Thoae who don't want to bear children, and tlaOle 
who already have enough children, may lkim through 
such articles and think that modern medical ICieocc bas 
again IOOfCd - that another affliction, unwanted 
cbildleanea, bas been wiped out But u Gena Corea 
clearly demomtrates in thia outltallding work of 
feminist investigative reporting. the new proct.durea aad 
manipulatiom have made eaentially no dent in the 
probJem of infertility: indeed, wane, they IOIDCtimt.l 
create infertility. They involve 101DC very questionable 
inYaliom of women's bodies aad have 1erio111 IOCial aad 
political implicatiom. Corea •JI thil "new hope for 
the infertile" ii really a "new despair." "A few years 
earlier, a woman could at some point, however 
painfully, come to terms with her infertility, go on with 
her life, find a way to live it fully. Now there is no 
easy way off the medical tre.adrnill There is always a 
promising new program to enroll in_" 

Very thoroughly and carefully, Corea bas 
eurnined the pertinent medical literature, and followed 
through with telephone aad face-to-face interviews with 
many pioneers in these specialities. She aamts them in 
the corridors at profClliooal meetings; lhe questions 
them after public lectures; she tracb them down in 
their offices. And then she hears these eipertl 
CODdemD themlelves out of their own mouths. For 
eumple, John Stebune, ptt.lident of a 1111TOpte 
prepucy firm, once told Corea that when 1111TOpte 
motherhood ii more OOllllDOllplace the industry can go 
to poverty-ltricken parts of the country to hire 
1111TOptes at oaly half the current (SI0.000) fee. 

This book ii a fine eumple of feminilt analysis; 
that ii, it analy,a wbctber each tecbnology encerbetes 
or ameliorates the oppreaioa al women. Corea'• 
symp&thy with the women wbOle a11ea she dilClmCI ii 
palp&bJe; one can easily imagine her tears flowing u 
lhe writes certain pmages. 

Another cbancteristic of feminilt analysis ii full 
acknowledgment of IOUfCCI of one's ideal, even thole 
from coavemtiom. The reader begins to build up 
pictures of Corea'• frieada with whom she dilCIINed the 
iaues, and to share her pleuure in their ideal and the 
pbralCI aad words they invent The boot'• title came 
from one such friend. 

It is important for feminists to comider accurate 
meanings of words used in our patriarchal world 
Corea calls things what they are: she advocates aad 
proposes blunt, more accurate terminology for 
euphemisms commonly• 1lled. For eumple, lince 
so-called sperm donon m the United States actUally sell 
their sperm, they should be called "sperm vendon." 
Since surrogate mothers do DO mothering. but oaly 
gestation, they could be termed "breeders." 
Furthermore, many in vitro fertiliatioo clinia 111e the 
terms "elective program" or "therapy'' for what ii 
actually "re1earch" or "eiperiment" Giving full credit to 
their authors, Corea a1IO weicomel tenm others have 
coined recently. From Tbomal Saa she gets 
"phannacncy'' {political rule by medicine~ aad UICI 
"phanmcratl" frequently to refer to "the physicians, 
embryologiltl aad otben" involved in each manipulation. 
Other tenm are "gymcide" (Uling IJlltematic methods to 
eliminate femalt.s) sugpted by Jaina Hamner, aad 
"previctimiation" (killing femalel before they exilt, i.e., 
in the womb or 81 I- bearing sperm1 by Janice 
Raymond 

In thia book Corea'I main purpme ii to provide a 
political and IOCia1 analysis of the technologies, a theme 
which permeates the book aad ii quite eiplicit in the 
first aad the last three chapters. She •ys, "We have 
words to delcribe the 'foreground,' the surface reality, 
but oone to delcribe the 'Background,' the underlying 
truths." The foreground deall with lucb queatiom u 
legal liability aad improvment of clinical proct.dures. 
"The Background deall with the IOCial aad political 
cooten ... such qucstionl as: At what c:altJ to women 
are we channeled into lfflnedically manipulated 
reproduction? ... What ii the real meaning of a 
woman's 'COIIICDt' to in vitro fertiliDtion in a IOCiety in 
which men u a IOCial group control not just the choicel 
open to women but a1IO women's motivatiml to 
cboolc'r' 

Although !DOit women have bailed these 
developments 81 giving new optioal to women, Corea 
reminds us that many feminittl have pointed out that 
"rights" aad "cbokel" for womea mume DO ICrioul 
differences in power and authority eiilt between 
individuall. She believes that we may be on the rmd 
to what Andrea Dworkin bas called the reproductive 
brothel "While leI1l81 prmtitutes ICll va,ina, rectum 
and mouth, reproductive prmtitutes would 1ell other 
body pane wombl, ovaries, egp." However, both 
Dworkin aad Corea would be more ICCUl'ate here to 
U1C the term "rent" inltead of "ICll" (en:ept with egp~ 

Many techniques DOW Died Oil bumam, aad oCben 
propoled for human application, have been employed 



for years with farm and laboratory aoimalt, with little 
regard for pain and lea respect for the living being. 
Corea'• empathy with the female farm animals lhe 
oblerved being mbjccted to reproductive maaipulatiom, 
delcribed vividly in Chapter S, turned her into a 
vegetarian. 

The thorough documentation ii the ltroogeat 
feature of the book, well worth the purcbue price. A 
five IDd a half page chronology liltl eventl in aohnal 
IDd human retearch - it ii oeceaarily 1elective and 
incomplete, but not to a fault Theo followl a 31-page 
bibliography with citatiODI to the articlel lhe bal 
mentioned in the text The index I found rather 
lkimpy - at lealt I could seldom find again items to be 
checked for thil review. Molt worthwhile of all are 
the eodootel after each chapter, which compriae 
entertaining reading in themaelvea. 

Becauae Corea realim that IDOlt men and almolt 
all infertile women would have difficulty accepting her 
vieWt, Ille addrellel several pap to each of theae 
gro11p1 in her introductory chapter. She urges men not 
to take 8 path of defeoae, but to "recognif.e the -
lituatioo in which a ID8lculinilt political ltrUCture 
opprCIICI women - and try to change it," and lbe lbowl 
infertile women that lhe ii taking their pain and 
IUffering very seriously. 

No book is without faults. First of all, some 
readers have found the rather melodramatic ltyle 
aoooying. And the layperson, after several cbaptert, 
may find the reading heavy going. Although each term 
ii defined and every procedure delcribed lucidly, the 
llOnlpCCialill reader may feel overwhelmed For such 
readert, I recommend Chapter 8 on "Doctor-Induced 
Infertility" because it containl information of value to 
all women, including the fertile. This chapter 
documents risks to women'• reproductive organs and 
their general health not only by the varioua lteJII of 
IVF, but also by many common gynecological 
procedures. The DODSpCcialist lhould also read Corea's 
other book, her 198S update of The Hidden Malpractice: 
How American Medicine Treats Women (also Harper & 
Rowi 

UIUally Corea's polition towards each of the topica 
lhe treats ii very clear. But in a few places the naive 
reader might aaume that lhe bas delcribed glorious 
possibilities for the future rather than outrapus 

eumples of pre1e11t ei:ploitatioll. For eumple, at times 
her disagreement with commeotatcn oa the ldvaatlp 
of the artificial womb and the ciladvantagea to the 
fetul of gestation in a woman's body ii not always 
clear. Since mOlt of the book C:lpolel riw and 
daDgen, one might miltakealy think that Corea agrees 
with IUch statemeotl .., "the womb ii a . . . bar.ardous 
enviraoment We lhould want our potential children to 
be where they caa be watched and protected u much 
as poaible." Aad in endnotes to the chapter oa se:1 
determination, lhe delcribes two dilcredited 
do-it-youraelf methods of preconception se:1 IC1ectioa. 
With her use of "lhould" aad "would" in theae not.el, 
the naive reader might actually think that she wu 
giving inltructiODI to be followed, aad might D0t aotice 
that the methods are contradictory. lo the chapter 
itself, lhe bal called tbeae methods "unproved." 

Although too well researched to be labelled 
"seD11tionalilt," thil book may appear that way to IOIDe 
readen. I do not share Corea'• alarm that the maay 
men (aad now many women) eapged in the new 
baby-making tecbaiques are trying to control all human 
reproductioo. Or even that they eventually will be able 
to control it Molt of them are limply mesmem.ed by 
the poaibilitiel and have jumped without thought oato 
current bandwagom. Their leductioa ii fOltered by the 
importunate media aad the demaadl "' patients who 
will endure anything to get a baby. 0a the other baad, 
I do not share the optimi1m of Corea (aad her friead, 
eoviroameatal engineer Patricia Hynes) that it will be 
pomible to nJle the statul of wamen to that of the 
environment and then to protect women'• reproductive 
systems through an agency aaalogoul to the 
Eovirorunental Protection Agency. To me, the real 
cause for alarm ii commerciali7.atioa, wbicb Corea 
rightly reporu throughout the book. Here I think she 
needs to be even more explicit tbil danger ii buried 
in too many cbaptert, and ought to be bigbligbted in 
her final chapter. For indeed, more and more 
pbarmacrats are pulliog away from bolpitall (where 
they are encumbered by etbica committees), and are 
setting up bulinell for themselves, aelling tecbaiques -
often uaperfected oaes - directly to the public. 

The specialist and the deeply conceraed lay reader 
will not be able to put down The Mother Machine It 
ii certainly required reading for anyone working oa 
etbiCI of reproductive medicine or technology IIICllmeDt 
in thil area. 



Brothers: Male Dominance and Technological Chanae 
By Cynthia Cockburn 
(London: Pluto Press, 1983) 

By Steven R. Mansfield, Department of History, Political 
Science and Philosophy, Augusta College, AMgMSta, Georgia 

As the first few sentences of this book indicate, the 
author began with the goal of studying the impact of 
technological change on humans. The study is a case 
analysis of the British printing industry. Its central 
aspect is extensive interviews with workers in the 
industry. In the course of· the study, the author 
realized that the findings have broader theoretical and 
political implications. On the basis of her findings, 
Cockburn offers a political strategy that holds out a 
hope of uniting the diverse constituencies of the 
working-class movement in Britain. Those readers 
interested in the politics of the Left and sociological 
topics such as class, gender, labor, and technology 
should find this work a particularly important 
contribution to the literature. 

Brothers focUICS on both gender and class 
domination and the uses of technology to further 
domination. Code bum's choice of the printing industry 

. for an analysis of the relatiombip between technology 
and domination is particularly advantageous. The 
printing industry has a number of unique aspects 
regarding the power relations linking employers and 
workers in the struggle for control of work. 
Historically, printers have cxerciled considerable control 
over the pace and quality ot their work. As well, 
printers have been among the molt organiz.ed and IDOlt 
privileged manufacturing workerL As an industry, 
printing is generally immune to the export ot )>bl II a 
tedmique to keep wage demands down. In the 1tn1gglc 
with craft orgaai7.ation, employers in the printing 
industry have introduced a number of sophisticated 
technologies. In the composition stage of printing, for 
c:iample, there has been a shift from hand composing, 
to linotypc, to telctypcsetting, and, most recently, to 
compu~riz.ed photocomposition. At each stage of 
technological transformation there have been significant 
shifts in the power relations in the industry. 

Because of the high level of craft organimtion, the 
printing industry is allO excellent for analyzing group 
dynamics within the working clalS. Codcburn 
documents that craft organimtioo has helped to keep 
printers part ot the "arutocracy ot labor" during the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. She allO shows how 
craft orgaai7.ation hal been intricately intertwined with 
the relatiODI of the patriarcbal family and how tbis bu 
worked to bar women from printing. The latest 
tecbnological trandormatiool threaten to alter 
permanently not only the clall relatkm between 
wortcn and management but allO the gender relations 
within the working claa. The important questions 
railed by Cockburn concern the interplay ot the various 
factors in tbele IOCial relatiom (capitalist accumulation, 

technological innovation, the class system, and the 
gender system). 

Coclcburn argues that technological innovations 
have been used by capitalist employers to discipline 
laborers and to restructure the relations of production 
to the advantage of the capitalist. Historically printers 
have responded to this challenge with efforts to 
maintain enough knowledge and skill in the production 
process to be able to impose costs on employers. The 
political implication of "skill," Codcburn argues, is not 
only that it is a political weapon of class, but it has 
also been used as a se:i/gender weapon to keep women 
out of printing occupations. Today, cracks have begun 
to appear in the ideology of patriarchal rights as well 
as in the ideology supporting the system of class 
domination. The introduction of lighter and cleaner 
technologies which call for less so-called "men's wort" 
and for more so-called "women's wort," is undermining 
the basis of male privilege. Printers, having maintained 
this distinction in order to protect their position in the 
clalll and gender systems, are increasingly faced with 
irreconcilable contradictions. 

The strength of this work is its rejection of the 
neo-marmt argument advanced primarily in the work ol 
Harry Braverman. Braverman and others have argued 
that the result ol the introduction ol new technologies 
by capitalist employers is the 1eparatioo of the labor 
procea from the lkilJs ol the workerL Codcburn 
argues to the contrary that there is no necessary 
"degradation of wort" in which workers are "delkilled" 
and c:ipcrience reduced influence over the wort procea. 
For Codcburn, the matter is more complex. There arc 
at pre1ent two options confronting the working class as 
a result of the introduction of new electronic 
technologies: authoritarianism or socialism Obviously, 
she recommends the latter. The introduction of new 
tecbnologies may result in one group of workers being 
deskillcd without at the l8JDC time reducing overall 
skill levels involved in the whole production process. 
New technologies bold a pcmibility for redefining and 
integrating wort, for overcoming hicrarcbical divisiom 
of labor, and thus for developing a wider claa 
CODlcioUIDCII. But this pcmibility can be realiz.ed "only 
if D181CUlinity ceucs to be an actor determining 
working-claa orpnir.ation, action, and imagination." 

While tbelc points arc rather powerful, the narrow 
goals ot the original study unfortunately limit the 
appeal ol this book for a wider audience. Moreover, 
the case study quality of the wort prevents it from 
devclopina a deeper inquiry into the brmder questions 
that if rar.e.. But by enmining the politics ol the 



"contested terrain" in the printing industry, Cockburn ii 
able to examine critically a significant sector of the 
labor movement and to suggest the strategic implications 

for working class movements. This book does make a 
convincing case that the working class must confront the 
gender system u well u the class system. 

Feminist Theory: The Intellectual Tradition of 
American Feminism 
By Jmephine Donovan 
(New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 198.5) 

By Leila Rupp, Departmenl of History, Ohio State Uni.versity, 
Columbus, Ohio 

Josephine Donovan's book is, as advertised OD the 
back cover, a "lucid guide" to American feminist theory. 
In less than two hundred pages, Donovan outlines 
historical and contemporary developments in chapters OD 
Enlightenment liberal femiruml, cultural feminilm, 
feminism and Marxism, feminism and Freudianism, 
feminism and e:mtentialism. radical feminism, and "The 
New Feminist Moral Vision." No doubt informed 
readers will find bones to pick with Donovan; u seems 
inevitable in this kind of sweeping survey, I thought 
her occasiooally mistaken in areas of my expertlle but 
found her convincing when she covered less familiar 
material. I have no wish to quarrel with the 
particulars in this review; rather, I wish to evaluate the 
book on the ham of Donovan'• intentiml for its 111e. 

In the preface, Dooovan e:s:presses three hopes for 
her work: that it will 1erve II a teaching book for 
students and ICbolarl, that it will prove 111eful to the 
feminist activist, and that it will help in the 
formulation of future feminist theory. In the first, 
Donovan bas succeeded admirably. Feminist Theory is 
a marvelous introduction and overview for the 
knowledgeable reader and advanced student Having 
taught feminist theory at the upper undergraduate and 
graduate level, I welcome this work. Although I 
believe that there is no substitute for reading the 
original works of feminist theory, including the claaics 
of the nineteenth century and the 1960&, Daoovan 
provides conteltl for evaluating IUCh works and, 
perhapa IDOllt uefully for cllllCI, diacuaes the tbeoriel 
of clallical liberalism, Marmm, Freudianism, and 
emtentialism out of whlcb and in reapome to whlcb 
varieties of feminist tbear-y have emerged. Furtbermorc, 
Donovan makes connectioaa acrms time and place that 
help to lead one toward a more comprebemive gr11p of 
feminist theory. For the reader informed about 
traditioaal (ie., non-feminist) pbilOIOphy, she makes 
comparilolll that may either anger or enlighten: Kate 
Millett to Louil Althumer and Antonio Oramlcl, Mary 
Daly to Martin Heideger. My ooly complaint about 
the book II a survey of feminist theory is ~t 
IOIDeWDel the ten ICCIDI to jump to topics only loOlely 
connected to the thread of Dooovan'1 argument - for 
e:s:ample, a dilcullion of the birth oontrol movement in 
the conte:s:t of the Romantic tradition. But this ii a 
minor flaw. 

About bow the book fares u a guide to feminist 
activism, I am not so sure, largely beca111e Donovan 
does not deal directly with some of the most pressing 
issues confronting the feminist community. Although 
she includes chapters on both cultural feminism and 
radical feminism, she does not engage in the 
contemporary debate over the relationabip between the 
two. In fact, she is using "cultural feminism" to refer 
to what historians have called "IOclal feminism," 
empowerment of women put to other ends, for eumple, 
support of women's suffrage in the interests of 
prohibition or urban reform. The debate over cultural 
feminism today ii related clolely to the pornography 
and ae:s:uallty questions, and OD these illues Donovan 
gives us nothing. In her chapter on cultural feminism, 
she mentiml two women wbo repretented what might 
today be called the plealure-cl-tenality and the 
danget-d-te:s:uality politiolll - Emma Ooldman and 
Cwlotte Perkins Oilman - and even contraltl their 
views, but she never relates their differencea to the 
contemporary IIC:s:uality debates. II she might have. I 
believe that a survey of feminf,r theory, to be of me to 
the feminilt activist, must come to gripa with the 
central illues that are dividin& • well u uniting, 111. 
The bitter diviliveness of the pornography question, in 
particular, does in fact have its roots in earlier feminist 
theory, particularly in the debate over women'I and 
men's sameness or difference. Dooovan discullea this 
debate with regard to the split over the ERA in the 
1920a and the oontinuing oontroversy over "special" 
legislation for women, but she does not lint this theme 
to the volatile illues of sexuality and pornography. 

Finally, we come to Donovan'• contribution to the 
formulation of future feminist theory. One of the 
book's belt features ii its trannnda~ of a polarif.ed 
vision of the varieties of feminism Doaovan recopillel 
the coovergeace of radical and IOCialilt feminism and 
avoids any tind of ranking by pointing to the 
oontributiml of a variety of feminisms, including the 
wort of lelbianl and wamen of color, to the syotbelil 
she labels "the new femioilt moral viskm." My criddlm 
here fOCUICI not 10 much OD what Donovan bal doae II 
OD the limitatioDI of theory aJoae in undenraodiDt 
where we have beea and in letting pricritiel for the 
womea'I movement We cuaot uJldentand the 
politiolll women have taken biltarblly or in the 



pre1Cnt unJea we consider not just ideal, but the 
compolition. ltrUCture, goals, and strategies of the 
women's movement as a IOCial movement as well To 
illustrate: the differences between radical and socialist 
feminists today may have more to do with past and 
present organu.ational choices (separatist vs. 
non-teparatist) than with ideology. Because feminist 
theory cannot be separated from the women's movement, 
I believe any formulation of future feminist theory 
must take place within a broader IOCial movement 

context that empbMira the lttUCtural and organizational 
factors that lbape feminist activism. To put it plainly, 
we must stop reifying theory. 

If Donovan's original aims are perhaps too 
ambitious for a survey of feminist theory, it is to her 
credit that she bas produced a teachable book that 
recogniz.es the complexity of feminist theory and offers 
us a powerful vilion of a transformed world 

Lesbian Philosophy: Explorations 
By Jeffner Allen 
(Palo Alto, CA: Institute of Lesbian Studies, 1986) 

By Clare Brighi, San Francisco, California 

Theoretical literature is a staple of women's studies 
publications. While much of it is interesting, it 
generally falls into two categories. The first is 
comprised ot the numerous studies wbicb analy,.e, 
critique, and reformulate theories developed originally 
by men. The othet oonsists of works which take as a 
starting point female thought and e1perience but asumc 
the ''female" in question to be heterosexual. Lesbians 
are either invisible or "tacked on" to those accounts. 
There are some notable c1ceptions to these two genres 
of feminist theory, but not nearly enough. Hence it is 
cause for celebration whenever a piece appears with 
lesbian existence as its foundation and core value. Such 
a book is Jcffncr Allen's Lesbian Philosophy, a 
collection of four cssays, three of them revised versions 
of earlier articles and one new one. 

The dedication reads, "that our love of lesbian 
language and e1perience may bring us further in our 
discovery of freedom." Each of the essays e1plores 
directions women need to pursue to be free as lesbians. 
Freedom as a theme bas a quaint ring to it in these 
times when there is so much concern with survival, 
success, and status. It barks back to the days when we 
spok~ of "women's liberation," a phrase that seems to 
have fallen into disuse. There is an uncompromising 
sound to a demand for freedom. Allen takes e1actly 
this sort of stand, and her resolute clarity on certain 
issues is refreshing or maddening, depending on your 
own views, but in either case definitely thought 
provoking. 

Rather than review the essays in turn, I prefer to 
focus on the points Allen raises which are bound to be 
controversial. Often I have heard lip service given to 
the idea that feminism is ( or should be) non-dogmatic, 
yet a number of assumptions have slipped into our 
ideological repertoire without, perhaps, sufficient 
analysis. My position is that ree1amination of our own 
belief/value systems is a continual necessity even if all 
that occurs is a reinforcement of our original views. 
For this reason alone, Allen's book is a "must-read" 
She pushes us to think critically about the commonly 
accepted feminist canon. 

The first prescription that Allen takes on is the 
injunction against manbating. She e1plores the roots of 
this in junction and finds them in the demands that 
women define ourselves only in relation to men and 
that we reproduce/remember only male culture. She 
echoes a 1913 article by Pamela Kearoo io referring to 
manbating as "a difficult stance because it requires a 
fidelity to what is real in ourselves." 

The second sacred cow Allen challenges is 
pacifism. Bringing both historical and personal 
perspectives to the reality of male terrorization of 
women, lhe again raises the question of freedom and 
the means neceaary to attain it She cbaracteriz.es the 
demand that women be non-violent as a "moral 
imperative established by beter01CIU81 virtue." 

Allen's third cballenge may raise the moat backJes. 
Without qualification lhe calls for an "evacuation from 
motherhood." Again lhe draws on historical and 
anthropological evidence to support her claim that 
motherhood is an oppresive construct Even alternative 
mothering situations, such as lesbian mothering, do not 
escape her censure. I wish she bad elaborated on this 
latter point, made only in passing, in view of the 
unquestioned rush to motherhood among a number of 
lesbians these days. 

Finally, Allen joins those who question the notion 
of androgyny as a liberated concept Linguistically and 
historically she delineates bow this construct is a 
cooptation of the female principle and a way to 
subsume the female into an overarching male system. 

I have highlighted the most provocative points in 
Allen's book because I think they are ones we all need 
to explore with her. But one might also read her work 
just for its beautiful style. Allen bas added to the old 
equation; with her the personal is the political is the 
philosophical. Those of you who are turned off by 
abltruse theoretical writings will find her approach 
refreshing. Her prote verges on poetry and often 
incorporates it A lovely example is her description of 
female friendship as a "country of touch." This section 



was far too short for me, and I wish for more of this 
delicious imagery in future writings. 

I hope this sharing of my thoughts on Lesbian 
Phil~ will prompt you to explore it for yourself. 

It will both affirm and challenge your lesbian/feminist 
consciousness. 

(Editors' note: This review originally appeared in 
Sojourner: The Women's Forum, 143 Albany St., 
Cambridge, MA 02139.) 

Romantic Imprisonment: Women and Other Glorified 
Outcasts 
By Nina Auerbach 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985) 

By Terry Hartley, Columbus, Ohio 

Romantic Imprisonment is a collection of es.uys 
written over a seventeen year period, spanning 
Auerbach's career as a feminist literary critic. She 
offers these es.uys, then, as a reflection of both her 
own emotional and intellectual growth and the 
"changing ideological climate" of feminist criticism. This 
personal and public record is also published as part of 
a series entitled "Gender and Culture," edited by 
Carolyn O. Heilbrun and Nancy K. Miller. The way in 
which these diverse tangents connect is unexpected and 
ultimately unproductive as a resource on the complex 
relationship between gender and culture. In her 
introductory explanation, Auerbach implies that ideas 
about difference conjured up by the word gender are 
invalid distinctions in the memnent of great authors; 
she refen to the topic u "the prison of gender" and, 
further, implies that such a designation is a problem 
created by feminist criticism. Oiven this focus, she 
desires "to transcend and to reconcile." But it becomes 
clear that the operative word here is "reconcile," only 
the parties or parts being reconciled are never 
identified or articulated as such. 

This project of reconciliation is problematic 
because it works against Auerbach's plan for 
demonstrating the common consciousness of male and 
female authors. Her disagreement with the concept of 
gender specific traditions and characteristics in literature 
prevents her analyses from following the roots of 
identity into questions concerning gender; inevitably, the 
dilcussions dismiss questions central to feminist inquiry. 
There is an odd dynamic generating criticism throughout 
this work in that Auerbach aligns herself with the spirit 
of feminist inquiry, which resists traditional assumptions 
about and interpretatioos of the culture, while at the 
wne time resisting its movement toward changing 
traditional (patriarchal) CODlcioUIDell. She cites two 
germinative feminist works u the mental toucbstoaes 
around which the essays are organi7.ed: ''In my bead 
they fall into a post-Kate Millett group, and then into a 
post-Ellen Moers group." She offers a reduced and 
implicitly condelCCnding summary ex thelC works, 
dismissing rather than critiquing them: "Sexual Politics 
offended me beca111e there were no believable women 
in it, while Literary Women coo.strained me beca111e it 
purged itself of men, and thus of the larger world ex 

fun and power to which I hoped we aspired." Her 
emys frequently allude to an unnecessary estrangement 
between male and female, or in critical terms between 
traditional and feminist critical ideologiCL Romantic 
Imprisonment is designed to repair perceived damage, to 
sew the tear of gender difference effected by the rough 
edge of feminist criticism, which for Auerbach bas itself 
''hardened into a sort of dear prison." 

In this light, the essays are arranged "to dissolve 
the prison of gender by showing men and women 
sharing a common consciousness within a common 
culture"; they are divided into categories entitled "Jane 
Austen," "Men's Women," "Female Traditions," and 
''Women Acting." The essays on Austen establish 
Auerbach's parameters for "CODlcioUlllell." She fOCUICI 
on the consciousness of the author rather than on the 
work or character comtructed by an author; further, she 
does not focus on elements of the author's life as 
contributory to COlllcioulnell, but on that characteristic 
of conscioUIDell an artist shares with other artists, a 
common literary heritage. Tbe thread uniting the 
authors dilcuaed in the collection is their coanection to 
the Romantic tradition. She points to Alllten's 
fascination with gradations of imprinunent, for 
example, which echoes the work of Wordsworth, 
Coleridge, and Keats; and she calll attention to Austen's 
frequently claustrophobic 1ettings. The society critiqued 
by Austen's structures and images is acknowledged but 
in vague and generalif.ed terms. Austen's prilons are 
"founded on the institutionaJir.ation of mediocrity, a 
tyranny of the normal which the determined heroine 
can come to dominate, but wbicb she cannot tranand" 
One wants to uk, what was the "tyranny of the normal" 
for Austen? But in this dilcuaion critical language 
oblcurel the coanectioD between an artist's penoaal and 
intellectual concerm, inhibiting questions about the 
relationship between the fictional world of a heroine 
and the real world of a woman. 

Austen's heroine of Manlfie1d ~ Fanny Price, 
is a character wbo finds a way to ~re but wbo 
cannot tramcend • very problematic penoaality. 
Auerbach pinpoints such penoaality problems 11. her 
"solitary animality," and "the com1)elllna bligbting power 
of Fanny's spectatonbip," which clillolva morality "into 



angry and unpleaant feeliap whole inteaaity ii an 
alternative to community." Staying on the track of 
influence, Auerbach interprets Fanny Price u a 
grotesque creature whole "jealous hunger . . . aaociates 
her with such venerable predators u the Ancient 
Mariner, the vampire, the Byronic hero-villain, and, in a 
far-off echo, Beowulf's Grendel" Austen's difficult 
heroine represents, for Auerbach, a contribution to a 
"literature newly awakened to ancient forms and 
fascinated by the monstrous and marginal." But Fanny 
Price also represents a problem in formulating the 
power of the female. Auerbach's focus on Austen's 
artistic imperative u primarily inspired by a common 
cultural milieu actually calls attention to the inadequacy 
of her term "eommon culture." Austen's work may flow 
into a common stream of artistic production concerned 
with issues like freedom, but her particular use of 
themes, metaphors, and strategies underscore the 
physical and psychological confinement of women. Her 
prisons consistently circwmcribe the terrain of 
domesticity, and constructions of female characters, like 
the problematic Fanny Price, reveal the extent to which 
woman and power are perceived by the culture as 
contradictory. This discussion of Austen overlooks a 
basic premise of feminist evaluation which ii the 
assumption that human production is a function of 
emotional or personal as well as intellectual criteria 

The nature of the gap between Auerbach's focus 
and the coocerns expressed in current feminist critical 
thinking can be leeJl in her essay '1ncarnations of the 
Orphan," which lhe designates u the article containing 
her current vision. She e.1plains her attraction to this 
figure in literature u deriving from its potential for 
self-transformation. But she does not mean 
self-transformation in the psychological sense; rather, she 
focuses on the outcast as a loner whose distance from 
mundane society evokes the heroes of our epic tradition. 
She sees the orphans' di.sposseued and detached 
situation only within the conte.1t of its function in 
adventurous and heroic literature: 'The myths I care 
about are topical rather than timelea, inspiring their 
believers to action rather than contemplation or 
conservation." But Auerbach's focus on "action" runs 
into trouble when she attempts to articulate the 
particit>9tion of female orphans in a tradition usually 
discussed in terms of demonstrations of slcill in the 
service of ideu like honor and duty. 

Auerbach's female literary eumples lead her 
discuaion into descriptions of psychological rather than 
physical denerity. She points out that William 
Thackeray's Becky Sharp follows a pattern lilce that of 
Jane Eyre, even though 'Thackeray's portrait of the 
orphan-artist and his concern with endless mirrors of 
artifice seem worlds away from Charlotte Bronte'• 
Puritan reliance on 'soul' and 'Truth'." The pattern 
described is the protagonists' ability to transform every 
great house; this rather thin similarity is forged at the 
e.1pense of severely reducing both novels. More 
striking, though. is Auerbach's comparison of Moll 
Flanders and Becky Sharp, wherein the action of 
survival is specifically located in the female psyche; for 
each of them "orphanhood results in a flashing 
mutability of being, and this very mutability impels her 

rise: she is able to act all thinp for all men, turning 
herself into the woman they want to ace"; they a.llo see 
"money and polition as the only real determinants of 
identity." An obvious oblervation of this equation is 
that these coostructionl of female character rely 
substantially on stereotypical gender characteristics that 
reiterate woman's character as inherently narciaistic and 
deceitful; another oblervation is that both of these 
characters are the constructions of male authors, and in 
this conten (a criteria simultaneously established by 
Auerbach'• e:ramples yet denied by her ideology) are 
very different than either Jane Eyre or Heathcliff. She 
links her orphans and outcaltl as agents of change, but 
at the same time her analylil mitigates the concepts of 
power and effect; these outcasts, finally, have the power 
to capture the imagination and they do that as a 
function of their unpredictability. A significant 
problem in this diacuaion of orphans and outcasts, and 
specifically aligned, ii that the language of heroism is 
never ooofrooted. Before the field of survivors can 
contain the difference of gender, concepts lilce honor, 
duty, and integrity need to be eumined; and they 
should be followed along the tangent of seiuality which 
usually splits into meanings grounded in gender 
difference. 

Auerbach's consistent focus on Romanticism views 
it as a containment of contradicitions which inspire 
authors to probe for new perspectives. A dominant 
contradiction is that alongside the promise of "boundless 
self-making" eiist shadows of doubt about the self in 
the form of demons who threaten chaos. She calls 
attention to the way in which her title "locks its subject 
into irony" as an inevitable consequence of the 
Romantic contradiction. Yet, there is also irony in the 
way in which she e.1plores the subconscious fear and 
skepticism embedded in Romanticism and denies the 
interplay of emotional and intellectual sensibilities in 
the art of authorship. In fact, her essays on Lewis 
Carroll, on Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and 
Through the Looking-Olass, and on bis collection of 
photographs of young girls warn against criticism that 
might connect Carroll's imagination to an unhealthy 
obsession. She claims that it would be inaccurate to 
underscore "Lewis Carroll's phobia about the ugliness 
and uncleanliness of little boys," because the Victorian 
culture also "saw little girls as the purest members of a 
species of questionable origin, combining as they did the 
inherent spirituality of child and woman." Her thesis 
about Alice is that she represents a critique of 
"sentimentali7.ed and attenuated Wordsworthianism"; she 
is a vision of that "fabulous monster," the Victorian 
child On the one hand, Alice's character is endowed 
with a comple.1ity not usually attributed to children or 
women, as Auerbach argues, but on the other hand, 
Carroll's dream context for the representation of female 
development should complicate any discuaion of Alice's 
insatiable curiosity or of her unique control over her 
environment 

I find Auerbach's discussion, and defense, of 
Carroll's photographs of nude girls particularly 
disturbing. She credits him with having "emaordinary 
tact" as an artist, and she specifically refers to his role 
as camera eye, doing "perfect justice to the 



! 
self-transforming mobility of his model." I admit being 
one of those feminists whose critical approach Auerbach 
anticipates -- those who are "uncertain whether his 
worship violates his subject or comprehends it." But I 
find myself very skeptical about Carroll's methods and 
intentions in his representation of incipient female 
sexuality. While Victorians may have been ambivalent 
about children, uncertain whether to approach them as 
embodiments of original innocence or original sin, 
Carroll's erotically suggestive photographs do not simply 
signify "pure acceptance" of sensuality in children. 

Auerbach's section entitled ''Female Traditions" 
covers a range of subjects from an essay on the conflict 
and contradiction between motherhood and creativity to 
essays on Charlotte and Emily Bronte. There is an 
interesting essay on George Eliott's method of 
employing elements of witchcraft as a way of 
empowering Maggie Tulliver in The Mill on the Flem. 
'Women Acting" is the final section, containing one 
essay on George Eliot's art of performance and one on 
the Victorian actress, Ellen Terry. Again, these 
discussions overlap the private lives of these artists and 
their artistic production without really examining the 
nature of the romantic imprisonment circumscribing 
their achievements. 

Auerbach's analysis represents good traditional 
criticism, but her representation of the feminist critical 
endeavor is neither comprehensive nor interested, 
apparently, in its effort to change consciousneu. In her 
review of this collection (NYT Book Review, Jan. 5, 
1986), Angeline Goreau describes Auerbach's "instinct 
for dment" as "one of her greatest strengths as a critic, 
but it colors to some degree her role as both witness 
and actress in the unfolding of feminist criticism." In 
fact, much feminist theory, particularly in the fields of 
psychoanalysis and film studies, bas unfolded since Ellen 
Moers' Literary Women in 1976. Re-visions of Freudian 
auumptions and the inclusion of visual representation in 
a critical approach to literature and culture have helped 
to dissolve the language of opposition previously used 
to discuss gender. In light of these theoretical inroads 
into the relationship between culture and consciousness, 
Auerbach's design of the "common consciousness" of 
great male and female authors seems minimal. 
Auerbach bypasses questions of origins and history, of 
sexuality and psyche. Limitation, then, ascribed to 
feminist theory more pertinently describes the 
paramenters of Auerbach's personal and critical 
priorities. 

The New Other Woman: Contemporary Single Women 
Affairs With Married Men 

• m 

By Laurel Richardson 
(New York: The Free Press, 1985) 

By Albert E. Lovejoy, Sociology-Psychology Department, Otterbein College, Westerville, Ohio 

Echoing what several other reviewers have written, I 
would call this an excellent book, a work which may 
well rank with such clawcs as Waller-Hill's The 
Family: A Dynamic Interpretation and Cuber-Harroffs 
Significant Americans. It strikes a nice balance between 
sociological analytic rigor and the inviting format of a 
popular novel In it we have an opportunity to view 
the change in the "other woman" phenomenon in the 
light of two social facts. One is the surplus of 
American single women (never married, divorced, and 
widowed) in their twenties, thirties, and beyond The 
other is the tide of single women surging into 
white-collar, managerial, and professional work as well 
as into formerly male-dominated occupatiODL In these 
work environments there is the poaibility, nay the 
likelihood, that single women, like human beings of all 
ages, placel, and eras will seek to satisfy their needs for 
ICCUrity and companionship 

Many women find that "a career" is not the be-all 
and end-all that it may have appeared to the outsider, 
the woman ot a few decades ago. Even the "glitter" ot 
the career ladder or the thrill ot upward mobility at 
101De point may not 1eem to be worth the sacrifice ot 

close interpersonal relationships. Thus ariles the desire 
for a male-female liaison. 

So bow does a woman fill the vacuum? There 
are, in the marketplace and elsewhere, powerful, 
mature, well-laced, intelligent, and interesting men, but 
they are married! Other Women can avoid the 
poaibility of intimate attachments becoming too 
demanding. the nest-building too consuming. the clutter 
of housework and kids too diverting and enervating. 
The married man may become a friend, a confidante, a 
buddy, 11 companion, even a lover - but never a drag, 
never a tyrant, and never part of the furniture. He 
will be on call, ever romantic, like piquant forbidden 
fruit, and never so secure that be will compromise the 
single woman's freedom, career goals, or life style. 

Now the Eden we have just concoc:ted for 101De 
single women bas its anti-feminist serpent, in fact a 
whole nest of vipers that once again shows us how far 
American society bas not come in women's liberation. 
The author documents a generally no-win situation for 
the vut majority ot single women involved with 
married men. Ricbardloo cogently points out that we 
do in fact live in a IOCiety with a "betetOleD1al 



imperative." Our IOCiety bas yet to 1et up the rules for 
full female-male equality in the work place, or 
ellewbere for that matter. Furthermore, males and 
females define thele new interactional situations 
differently. 

The sexual involvements of single women and 
married men are as varied as other involvements. 
Sometimes there is active seeking by one or both; 
sometimes there is sexual restraint on one tide or the 
other or both; sometimes the friendly intimate 
encounters simply evolve to 1exual relationships. 
Sometimes there is the element of freedom, violation of 
the mores, or a 1CD1C of "what the henr behind 1ucb 
mexual liaisons, but even here the old folkways and 
mores of "until death do us part", jealousy, and 
lonelinea-wben-apart may surprise the liberated female 
whole paramour bas a wife and children. So at last the 
silvery aura of erotic romanticism may take on the 
tarnish of familiarity, the rights and rites of the male, 
the uncertainty of meeting, and the fear of discovery. 
Finally there ii the probability of the abrupt or painful 
termination of the affair. 

What, in Richardson's view, is the future for the 
New Other Woman? Probably for most tingle women 
over 35 a lifetime of singleness is nearly certain. Social 
trends may, however, continue to propel them into tbelC 
triadic relationships: such trends include a deficit ~ 
men in the marriageable age cohorts, the IOCietal norm 
of heterosexuality for women, the semally permiaive 
culture of our time, the changing uptratiom and 
options for women, and the need women face of 
pursuing goals other than those of marriage and 
home-making. Richardson maintains that the male will 
continue to be dominant in male-female relationships, 
that there is a specious equality in thele liaisons 
because of their untested nature, that the double 
IWldard will persist, and that these relationships will 
continue ht our po1t-industtial world. She allo notet 
that men stand as gainers because of a continuing 
supply of new sex partners, an opportunity for intimate 
female friendship, a chance to relive their youth, and 
the satisfaction of dominating two family worlds, the 
primary legal one and the secret illicit one. 

Men, who have been losing power during the 
feminist revolution, can now reassert their power, 
according to Richardson. The world of Other Women 
will thus tend to prop up the old status quo of male 
privilege, the norm of heterosexuality, female mutual 

dlatrult, and divorce which still leaves the ex-wife 
wone off than the es-husband 

The alternatives may be a great iacreue of 
women submerging themmelves in their occupations, a 
1eparation of mexual intimacy from emotional intimacy 
in 101DC C8ICI, and an incre&IC in autoeroticilm in the 
face of the time, energy, emotional and health drainl, 
and ba7.ards of other human encounters. The option of 
celibacy may become more common and acceptable. 
More communal and same sex living arrangements will 
be cbolen by some. Sublimation of one'• semal and 
nurturant feelings into teaching, social work, or other 
types of community service may occur. Single 
parenthood through divorce, adoption, surrogate 
prepncy, test-tube fertilization, or other option1 may 
offer parental satisfaction without the complications of 
marriage or Other Womanhood. 

However, the author warns us that the above 
"IIOlutionl" will not work for the vast majority of the 33 
milioD lingle women in America today because a sexual 
love relationship with a man is too overpowering an 
expectation, given our human emotiODI. The cultural 
dicta that influence us are just too potent and the 
tod•lizational and soclaJ institutional constraints are too 
well embedded. Richardson maintains that, ironically 
enough, tbele New Other Women do not have to settle 
I« ICCOlld belt; in her opinion they already "have it 
all" in their security and freedom. When lhe says 
"They cu enter a relationlblp as genuine equals," I 
think lbc ii 11ying that in the highly competitive 
mating game, they can be the women and not the New 
Other Women. 

While the author admits that one may only be 
able to make limited generalimtions from her 
coacJUIIODI, they are nonethelCII provocative and wlll 
probably stimulate other ltudiel in thil new field The 
methodology used and Richardson's qualitative and 
empathetic approach give me the sense that the study 
bas validity. In-depth interviews with fifty well-chosen 
subjects, though all white and probably above the 
educationaJ average for all tingle women, represent a 
good ltart in a delicate and highly private scientific 
investigation. I hope that some social invention in the 
future will enable many of these New Other Women to 
experience less heartache and perhaps find other ways 
of coping with their naturally human impulses and 
desires. 
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! D3LAt_ A Time 
Edited by Margo Culley 
(New York: The Feminist Press, 1985) 

The Captain's Best Mate: The Journal of Mary Chipman 
Lawrence on the Whaler _Addison, 1856-18<,Q. 
Edited by Stanton Garner 
(Hanover, N.H.: University Press of New England, 1986) 

By Peg Carr, Ohio State University Press, Columbus, Ohio 

Do you know any men who keep a diary? Writing 
in a journal has somehow come to be gender-identified 
with women, yet until a hundred years ago, American 
men kept journals in far greater numbers than women. 
Margo Culley's ~~ at . a Time documents women's 
appropriation of the diary form, explores how diaries 
may be thought of as art, and provides selections from 
a variety of women's journals. The women are Black 
and white, lesbian and heterosexual, from the twentieth 
century, the nineteenth, and even earlier. 

This collection of excerpts from American women's 
diaries opens onto a rich 'field of literature. 
Journal-keepers (Culley uses the words journal and 
diary interchangeably) write day after day, finding time 
perhaps by rising an hour earlier than necessary, taking 
their copybooks with them on trips, giving priority to 
making those daily entries. Margo Culley illuminates 
the work ot the journal-keeper in her excellent 
introduction. She tells us that the American diary has 
its roots in the spiritual autobiography of the 17th 
century, expanded into the secular purposes of family 
and community history, and has finally evolved into the 
modern idea of a record of the inner life. Culley notes 
that 'The reasons why women continued to chooae 
periodic life-writing and men began to abandon the 
form are compleL The reason is not that women's lives 
are fragmented and thus so are the forms of their 
writing. Nor is the reason that other avenues of 
literary expression were cloaed to women writen... Ao 
important part of the answer to how and why diary 
literature became the province of women writers is the 
emergence of the self as the subject of the diary-
American men, unused to probing and expressing this 
inner life in any but religious terms found, as the 
1CCU1ar self emerged as the necessary subject of the 
diary, the form less and less amenable to them." 
Women, however, continue to value the form in its 
many variations. 

But no matter what the purpose of the writing, 
the result is a creative work of art. The writer chooles 
from the millions of thoughts and activities of the day 
to include IIOIDC, embellish others, omit many, 
rCltnlcture them all: indeed, this writing is ID oogoing 
work of art, the subject of which is its author. Culley 
notes the convoluted meaning that a journal bas for 
IOIDC of its writers: do they keep a journal 10 they can 

record what they do, or do things so they can keep a 
journal of them? 

A diary is so accessible to a reader, so easy to get 
caught up in, that its artistry is sometimes overlooked. 
Culley, however, pays the form its due respect, stating, 
"keeping a diary, one could argue, always begins with a 
sense of self-worth, a conviction that one's individual 
experience is somehow remarkable." During the 19th 
century, Culley writes, the journal of Marie 
Bashkirtseff, a young Ruaian painter, was enormously 
popular in the United States and clearly gave American 
women "permission" to pay that kind of sustained 
attention to the self. But aside from the sociological 
and psychological interest we have in the individual 
journal writers, Culley also discusses the literary 
concerns the genre raises: questions of audience (real 
or implied), narrative, shape and structure, persona, 
voice, repetition of image and theme, and what James 
Olney calls "metaphors of self." 

Culley says that this writing "springs from the 
same source as the art created for a public audience: 
the urge to give shape and meaning to life with words, 
and to endow this meaning-making with a permanence 
that transcends time." She notes that even the physical 
form of the diary and the handwriting ( or typing) is 
part of its artistic integrity. "Would the passage in a 
contemporary journal: 'Another goddamn idiot evening 
with Amy crapping around about going to sleeP- I am 
10 piaed- I started her to bed at 8 and she is still up 
at 9'.251 No more naps! . . . I have IO much to do. 
SHIT ANOER FRUSTRATION' read the same neatly 
printed on a page u it does aawled acroa the pages 
of I notebook in increalingly large block letters?" 

"Journals" bu the same root word II the word 
"journey," and molt diaries represent journies, IOIDe in 
actual time and space, some of the spirit When we 
read a journal written a hundred years ago. we, too, 
make a journey from one place in time to another. We 
can visit a woman who bas thirteen children, or bu 
traveled in a wagon to Oregon. Though many famom 
women have kept diaries, Culley does not focus on 
women of public achievement but rather oo the 
life-writing of "ordinary" American women. The 
excerpts make a mosaic of American women's history 
from 1764 to the pre1ent Mary Vial Holyoke's diary, 



for example, provides glimpses of the physical and 
emotiooal demands of childbearing in the 18th century, 
which contrasts with Abigail Lewis's pregnancy in 1948. 
Mollie Sanford wrote of the Nebraska and Colorado 
frontiers, and Nell Oilca (Ahem) wrote of World War 
II factories. Each selection rCIOD8ted with some part of 
my own experience. Some are haunting and incredibly 
moving. Don't mils the words written by Eslanda 
Goode Robeson, a Black American woman traveling in 
Africa in 1936. Her ei:pcrienccs in South Africa 
sickened her, and pitiably, fifty years later, the situation 
is DO better. 

A Day at a Time includes fascinating biographical 
notes with each ei:cerpt There is a 30-page 
bibliography of published journals by women. One such 
work is The Captain's Best Mate. On November 25, 
1856, Mary Chipman Lawrence, with her 5-ycar-old 
daughter Minnie, set sail on a sea voyage that would 
last three and a half years. She began a journal that 
day and inscribed on the first page, "Journal of Whaling 
Voyage of ship Addison of New Bedford, Mass. 
Captain Samuel Lawrence. Written by Mrs. Samuel 
Lawrence (The Captain's Best 'Mate')." She was not yet 
thirty years old Mary and Minnie were the only 
non-crew members as well as the only females on board 

For weeks at a time, the Addison did not sail 
within hailing distance of another ship~ore than four 
months after leaving Massachusetts, they made their 
first landfall, the Hawaiian ls.lands (then known as the 
Sandwich ls.lands), a thriving commercial community that 
served the whaling industry in the Pacific. After each 
4- or 5-month cruise to the Arctic or New Zealand 
whaling grounds, ships would return to Hawaii for 
repairs and mail and much-appreciated on-shore 
pleasures. 

The fact that she accompanied her husband on this 
voyage is not as startling as it might first appear; other 
wives in her family joined their husbands, and at one 
time during this voyage, two of Samuel's brothers and 
their wives were also somewhere in the Pacific on 
whalers. Mary reports in November 1858 that 
twenty-one captain's ladies were in Hawaii. 

On the high seas, the isolation of the ship was by 
no means complete; an elaborate signal system passed 
information from ship to ship, and the custom of 
"gamming" enlivened the vastness of the ocean. That is, 
through the flag signalling system, an invitation to the 
captain and his family would be extended, a longboat 
would be lowered, and a visit to the other ship would 
occur. Sometimes if there were children on the other 
ship, Minnie would stay overnight This contact with 

other women produced the liveliest of Mary's writing. 
She entertained frequently and she was more than a 
little put out when the steward threw all her teaspoons 
overboard with the dishwater. 

However, Mary was not a complainer; indeed, she 
was a deeply religious New Englander who felt that it 
was her duty to stay by her husband Why the same 
duty was not required of the wives of the common 
sailors was not made clear. And though storms and 
gales and loneliness and more gales and ice made life 
aboard ship harrowing, at least Mary had no household 
duties ei:cept personal laundry; crewmen cooked and 
cleaned. Clearly, the living conditions for both men 
and women were determined by social and, particularly, 
economic status then as now. In the captain's quarters, 
Minnie even bad her own bedroom. Mary had brought 
along her melodeon (piano~ one of the very infrequent 
shows of strong emotion occurs when Samuel sells it to 
a miwonary church in the South Seas without 
consulting with Mary. But, she acknowledges, he turned 
a fine profit, and she did not allow herself to complain. 
All the women in Mary Lawrence's journal, however, 
are attached to men, and their lives are determined by 
their husbands' roles: the miwonary's wife and the 
planter's wife are both primarily identified by their 
husbands' work and position. 

Mary Lawrence's journal reports her life aboard 
the Addison in a direct, public style; she intended it to 
be read by the family members at home. As an 
ei:ample of women's journal-writing, I found it to be 
more repreaed than many ei:cerpted by Culley; it is 
hard not to stereotype Lawrence as a rock-bound 
religious New Englander. But as she shares her 
journey, she emerges as a high-spirited, wholly 
admirable woman who enjoys life even though she often 
feels it is fragile at best 

Another contemporary journal by a captain's lady 
provides a contrast to Mary's stable, serene personality. 
Annie Holmes Ricketson, whose diary is excerpted in ~ 
Day At A Time, is less educated than Mary, but much 
more expressive of her feelings. But even she does not 
mention in her journal that she is pregnant until the 
birth of the baby! (The baby dies within days.) 

In recurring scenes Mary Lawrence reports that 
she and other captains' wives exchanged greetings 
between ships on the high seas with a "flourish of 
white handkerchiefs." ·we nearly wore out our white 
handkerchiefs," she reports one day in the Arctic Ocean. 
And now, across more than a century, she continues to 
communicate with us. 



Gender and Readin&; ~ys on Readers, Texts, and 
Contexts 
Edited by Elhabeth A. Flynn and Patrocinio P. Schweickart 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986) 

By Nancy M. Grace, Department of English, Ohio State University 

How to read a book on reading? More specifically, 
bow to read a book on reading and gender? Do I don 
the wig and the robe that symbolize, as Virginia Woolf 
so humorously eluded, critical supremacy - that very 
masculine of roles? Or dare I admit that doing so 
makes me somewhat nervous? Feminism bas sensitized 
me to the complexities of life more than I ever 
imagined, and although I do, afterall, have something to 
say, will my telling of it sound too confident, too 
"cock-sure" - in other words, too masculine? Or will 
my telling lack authority (honesty can strip away the 
simplistic masks of right/wrong, good/bad that we all 
look for in reviews) - will it only serve to cloud the 
issue? 

I found that as I sat down to write this review of 
Eliz.abeth Flynn and Patrocinio Schweickart's Oender 
and Reading, I was confronted with the same urge that 
motivated the pompous yet fallible critic Woolf 
describes in "An Essay on Criticism," the need "to bide 
those hesitations which beset him as be reads, to smooth 
out all traces of that crab-like and crooked path by 
which be bas reached what be chooses to call 'a 
conclusion'." I certainly wanted to sound persuasive but 
discovered that what I really liked about the book is 
not what one typically praises - qualities such as a 
tightly argued thesis, clear presentation of thorough 
research, unity of form and content, heretofore 
undisclosed facts and/or insights, or lucidity of style. 
Instead, the book both disappointed and pleased me -
pleased me primarily because it disappointed me. 

Let me stop here and retrace my steps: rm sure 
that by this point the page bas begun to cloud a bit 
In the most general sense, the twelve essays (including 
contributions by the editors, Judith Fetterley, and 
Norman Holland) address the question, "If readers differ 
in their approaches to texts, bow much of this 
difference can be attributed to gender?" It was this 
question that first interested me in the book. I thought 
that it might aid my own research on the feminif.ed 
male character in fiction, a study in which I was 
attempting to determine, in part, if female readers can 
read male-authored texts from a female perspective 
baaed on cbaractemation. Nothing in Oender and 
R~ dealt specifically with this issue, a fact that, 
qwte naturally, disappointed me. No easy amwen. I 
found instead a plethora ol questions (same echoing my 
own) and contradictory findinp - which ii my point 
eDCtly. The beauty of Flynn and Schweickart's efforts 
ii that they reveal the buardl of reductivilt thought, 
that when dealing with gender one will inevitably walk 
a crab-like and crooked path - and while we are 
ob-lO-tempted to linearu.e, it jUlt cannot be done. We 

not only have to walk that crooked path - we also find 
ourselves compelled to share our experiences of it 

Oender and Reading bas a neat, tripartate 
structure; the essays focus on either research and theory, 
texts, or readers. But beyond this scaffoldina, neatness 
gives way to a more convoluted representation of the 
topic. Affirmation and contradiction arise quickly u 
the essays on reading theory illustrate. Mary Crawford 
and Roger Cbaffin's introductory survey of cognitive 
research on gender and comprehension confirmed my 
feelings (and those of many others) that gender schemas 
can indeed lead to different encoding experiences for 
men and women. Patrocinio Scbweickart's "Reading 
Ourselves: Toward a Feminist Theory of Reading" 
voices a question that I have bad ever since first 
reading Judith Fetterley's The Resisting Reader: "Why 
do some (not all) demonstrably sexist texts remain 
appealing even after they have been subjected to 
thorough feminist critique?" Her theory that certain 
male texts evince a dual hermeneutic - one negative 
and patriarchal, the other positive and utopian, the texts 
drawing their emotional power from the utopian 
impulse - is an important step toward a more complete 
understanding of the fact that some feminist readers can 
enjoy fiction that is clearly non-feminist 

Jean Kennard's "polar" reading theory, described in 
"Ourself Behind Ourself: A Theory for Lesbian 
Readers," also questions Fetterley's premise of female 
reader resistance. Basing her approach on J01Cph 
Zinker's Creative Process in Oestalt Therapy, Kennard 
explains our inner reality as a composite of acceptable 
and unacceptable qualities; the latter we olten bide or 
deny. When reading, then, "the reader grUJJI one 
familiar or shared aspect of the male protagonist," 
identifying with him and allowing her polarities to 
exist. Kennard maintains that such a method allows the 
woman reader to enjoy "the widest range of literary 
experience" and does not force her to deny benelf but 
rather to redefine herself. 

These three essays exemplify the problems 
inherent in systematized approaches to gender. Given 
the finding of Crawford and Chaffin that gender ii a 
powerful cognitive determinant, we are presented with 
two theories ol reading that acknowledge the complexity 
of the act (the female reader does not neceaarily resist 
all male non-feminist texts) but conflict in their 
explication ol that complexity. Scbweickart'1 theory ol 
the dual hermeneutic IIIIIUDCI that the utopian ideology 
is "almost always achieved through a concerted 
obliviousnea to the female perspective" while Kamard 
refutes the belief that female reading of male texts ii a 



aelf-negating experience. Resolution is nowhere to be 
found. ThUI the crab emerges, and remains quite 
visible throughout the collection. lo the leCtioD oa 
tem, for instance, three eaays in particular illuminate 
an especially conflict-laden femioist reteareb iaue - the 
question of "where do we go from berer lo the tint, 
Madoooe M. Miner aoalym three belt aellen by 
women writers (Margaret Mitchell's <Jone With the 
Wiod, Kathleen Wimor'1 Forever Amber, aod 
Jacqueline Suzaone'1 Valley of the Dolli) and in 10 
doing vindicates all women who at some time in their 
livt.1 took pleasure lo readiog these 1'0ID8Jlce& but have 
over the years growo ubamed of haviog ever 
considered even thumbing through such "trivial" 
paperbacks. She convincingly demonstrates bow each 
novel, disguised as modem romance, deals with the most 
critical relatiombip in a woman's life: the 
mother-daughter relationship with all of its desire, 
denial, anger, and compensation. In ''Taking Oold Out 
of Egypt," Susan Scbibanoff reads Christine de Pisan's 
Book ot the City of Women (ca. 140S) as a quasi-
autobiographical story in which the narrator learns to 
reread tens according to her own experiences and 
knowledge. Coupled with these euays, however, is 
"Malraux's Women: A Revision" by Susan Suleiman. 
Although a well-wrought analysis of Malraux's 
androcentricity, the work is decidedly lea progressive 
than Miner's and Schibanoffs and appears somewhat 
purposeleu. Suleiman herself questions the usefulnea 
ot such readings. And despite a valid self-response, 
within the conten of Oender and Reading, "Malraux" 
seems out of place. Such readings, although obvious, 
are necessary if we are to maintain a heightened 
awareness of the pervasive critical bllndnea toward 
women; but if Suleiman's revision is so obvious, then 
why not refocus the discussion on the need to continue 
a practice that could appear to some scholars to evince 
stagnation or even timidity among feminist critics? (We 
should note here that Fetterley'1 eaay, "Reading About 
Reading," in which she exposes the male reluctance to 
read women's texts, provides material to begin such a 
refocused perspective; Norman Holland's discussion of 
bis failure to understand the gotbic novel does so as 
well) 

The inclusion of the Miner, Scbibanoff, and 
Suleiman es.uys says a great deal about the reality of 
gender studies. While we want to move forward with 
our research, extending and enhancing the scope of 
feminist studies, we often find ourselves forced back to 
where we began, paradoxically repeating, needlessly and 
yet purposefully, what we have said so many times 
before. 

In addition to the works just discuaed, David 
Bleich's report on student readings of literature further 
illustrates the problematic character of our subject. 
Bleich and SO plus students at Indiana University 
studied what be calls "comparative literary response 
patterns of men and women" to both poetry and fiction. 
He found that women tend to experience narrative as a 
world which they enter, often identifying with more 
than one character and losing their senae of otherness in 

the ten; . mea aee the JWTative II the ·reautt ol 
womeone'I lctioD IOd comtrue its meaning or logic lo 
tlae tenm." B1dcb'1 results support 101De femioist 
dleories IIMl refute others. On one band, they aeem to 
contradict the Fetterley polition that readiog ia a 
resiltiog experience for women. Bleich implies that it 
ia the male reader who resiatl beca111e, u be conteoda, 
the male reader tends to identify the narrative voice 
with the "mother tongue," IOIDCtbing "other" for the 
man. On the other band, Bleicb's findings parallel 
Carol Gilligan's study of male and female psychology u 
well as Nancy Cbodorow's expolition of the 
mother-daughter relationship. He makes no mention of 
these germinative feminist studies, however; in fact, the 
project results are based only on Leo Stone's 1961 
monograph The Psychoanalytic Situation. The omission 
of such recent and reputable feminist theory to support 
bis findings is a serious one and, when coupled with 
the relatively small sampling of response, casts a degree 
of doubt on the import of bis study. But despite these 
methodological flaws, bis report is valuable in that it 
manifests the mercurial nature of gender studies: once 
we think that we've theoriz.ed sufficiently, have found a 
plausible answer that is, our hypotheses slip away from 
us, undermined by gender's polariz.ed construct, by the 
very contradictions we seek to explain. 

Even after several readings of Oender and 
Reading, I find that I still want to cry for resolution. I 
want a unified approach to the phenomenon of gender. 
I want to know how and why women and men read 
tem differently. I want the authors aad editors to 
have "smoothed out all traces" of that crab-like, crooked 
path. But they haven't - and they admit as much. In 
their introduction, Flynn and Scbweickart attempt to 
link and to justify the inclusion of all twelve essays. 
Their review does help to explain what would 
otherwise appear to be a very uneasy amalgamation, but 
they acknowledge that there are important omissions 
(Blacks, third world, and the working class) and that 
their approach risks reductivenea. They state that 
work in the area of gender and reading "is only 
beginning, and [that] the enct nature of the role of 
gender is far from clear." 

In the meantime, they give us a good deal of 
thought-provoking research which, in tum, generates 
numerous questions, questions such as the following. 
Can a woman read a male ten from a female point of 
view? Is the need to negate women a permanent 
feature of male psychology? Do women tend to lose 
their otherness in a ten and what advantages or 
disadvantages arise as a consequence? To what extent 
do women resist tens? Is it poaible to present a 
comprehensive theory of feminine and feminist reading'! 

Herein lies the .true value of the collection. It 
provides some answers but more fully forces us to look 
at the complexity of the topic, to critique and question 
as we read, to reread from our own experiences and 
knowledge, and to formulate where we might go from 
here. It furnishes us with the fertile ground upon 
which much more conclusive studies will grow. 



I am still tempted to raise the crude trumpet blast 
of critical opinion and let it blow loud and shrill -
Ocnder and Reading could have been more cobcaivc, 
more definitive, etc. - but ultimately it makes me a 
humble reader, one who knows that the essence of 

tcbolanbip ii the daring e:ipoaurc of the proccss of 
scbolanbip, that if we are ever to come to know 
101DCthing we must tint come to question it Most 
importantly, we m\llt not be afraid to recognize and 
praise the crooked, crab-lite path. 

The Power of the Image: Essays on Representation 
and Sexuality 
By Annette Kuhn 
(Boston: Routledge & Kcgan Paul, 1985) 

By Vicki Allen-Callahan, Department of Photography and Cinema and Center for Women's 
Studies, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 

Annette Kuhn's Women's Pictures, both a descriptive 
and evaluative look at the current state of feminist 
cinema studies, is a clawc ten in feminist film theory. 
The Power of the Image is a somewhat different 
undertaking by the author. In this work, Kuhn takes 
the various methodological tools outlined in Women's 
Pictures - marmm, semiotics, and psychoanalysis - and 
applies them to specific issues repeatedly addrcacd in 
feminist theory: representation, sexual difference, and 
the relationship between gender, spectator, and ten. 

These arc thoughtful, concise, and highly readable 
essays. Her case studies include a variety of fascinating 
topics: a comparilon of Bellocq's portraits of prostitutes 
in the early 1900's with Hollywood glamour photographs; 
an investigation of sexual disguise and the construction 
of sexual difference in the cinema by looking at several 
films which feature cross- drcaing (such as "Victor/ 
Victoria," "Some Like It Hot," ''Tootsie," and ''Psycho''); 

and her final essay, a look at the VD propaganda films 
of the silent era that arc distinguished by their 
narrative format 

Although The Power of the Image is an 
interesting and thought-provoking book, there is a sense 
in which the reader feels something is lacking in this 
collection. It may be attributed to Kuhn's eclectic 
approach to theory in which no one methodology seems 
to provide a critical edge for her work. Or, it may be 
the nature of the work itself, which is an application of 
tools already worked through in Women's Pictures, and 
therefore makes it appear as if much of this has been 
said before. 

If The Power of the Image is sometimes lea than 
dynamic, it is ncvcrthelca an excellent attempt to 
merge feminist theory and practical applicatiool. 

German Women in the Eipteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries: A Social and Literary History 
Edited By Ruth-Ellen B. Joeres and Mary Jo Maynes 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986) 

By Erliu Glass, Department of German, Rosemont College, 
Rosemont, Pennsylvania 

1bit boot ii an anthology of caaya, origiully 
delivered II papen at an April 1983 meeting rA ICbolan 
"from both Iida d the Atlantk" interested in the statul 
of women in Oerman-apeating countries before World 
War l Siacc there ii not a srcat deal of publilbed 
material in Baglilb oo the subject of Oerman women, 
general readers II well II specialists in 1everal fieldl 
will want to comult thil ten. It caotainl eighteen 
caays in all, 1even on the subject rA women at work, 
1even under the beading ''Femioiam," and the remaioiq 
four about "Women'• Words and Women'• 

Self-Definition." Obviously there is amne overlap 
between the general headings. 

A group d essays from a conference held nae 
time ago and not origioally intended II rcadina material 
may risk displaying the lhortcominp lbared by 
collectiom of thil type, such u lack rA caovinclog 
relationships to each at.her and uocveooca c:4 quality. 
Often these tens are difficult to read, and indeed nae 
awkwardoca docl creep into various caaya, either 
bccawic they have been traoalated from the origioal 



German or because of speech patterns presumably med 
in the original presentation, like the annoying verb 
"resonate." Yet the subjects considered arc so 
significant that the book does serve as a useful 
reference tool. 

Individual readers will be drawn to different 
r.ssays and most have been prepared by experienced, 
published scholars in the field, like John C. Fout, 
Renate Mohrmann, Patricia Hcrminghousc, and Deborah 
Hertz. Subjects include Saxon homcwcaving families, 
unmarried female factory workers in Berlin, women's 
work as portrayed in women's literature, individual 
essays about Fanny Lcwald, Louise Otto, Rachel 
Varnhagen, Malwida von Mcysenburg, and many others 
as well 

An essay which can be particularly recommended 
for its clarity and uscfulneu is Richard J. Evan's 'The 
Concept of Feminism: Notes for Practicing Historians." 
Perhaps no irony is intended in the title of this cssay, 
which might well have been listed as the first, rather 
than the fourteenth, selection. Evans gives a short 

The Fiction of Ding Ling 

historical overview of his understanding of the term 
"feminism" and then provides a three-part workiaa 
definition, which be justifies with conviction. Likcwilc, 
the book's general introduction provides readers wit1I 
much unifying and thoughtful information on the eaays 
presented. MOit, if not all, information in this ten ii 
provided in English, something which greatly increMel 
the book's potential audience. There ii allo a IDOll 
attractive and sensitively chollen series of illllltratiom 
provided. 

Since the conference on which the book is bMed, 
much work has been accomplished in the 1te11 
mentioned. For example, Lynn Tatlock has provided • 
significant contribution to understanding the politioD 
toward women's rights of the Young German movemeat 
of the 1820& to 40I in her article "The Young Germua 
in Praise of Famous Women: Ambivalent Advocates" 
[German Life and Letters 393 (1986): 1~209l Tb111, 
the essays provided here are significant elements in a 
growing picture of the social, political, and literary 
contributions by German women to the modern world 

Miss Sophie's Diary and Other Stories. Trans. W. J. F. Jenner. (Beijing: Panda Books, 1985) 
Chinese Women Writers. Trans. Jennifer Anderson and Theresa Munford. 

(San Francisco: China Books, 1985) 
The Sun Shines Over the Sanggan River. (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1984) 

By Diane Dewhurst Belcher, English as a Second Language Program, Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio 

Ding Ling, who died just this year, was one of 
China's earliest and most outspoken feminists. As a 
member of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) before 
it became the ruling party of China, Ding boldly 
criticized male comrades for only paying lip service to 
the goal of equality for women. In one of Ding's best 
known essays, 'Thoughts on March 8," written in honor 
of International Women's Day, 1942 (1~ Ding minced no 
words in her attack on the hypocrisy of Marxist men 
who spoke of women as equal partners in the 
revolutionary struggle yet derided them if they refused 
to marry and accept fulJ responsibility for housekeeping 
and child care, which of course would leave little time 
for Party work. 

But Ding was probably a more influential feminist 
in her fiction than in her expository prose. One of 
China's first Western-style realists, Ding shocked the 
Chinese literary world with her frank portrayal of 
women. Her 1928 short story "Miss Sophie's Diary," in 
Miss Sophie's Diary and Other Stories, tells the tale of 
a woman intemely attracted to, but not in love with, a 
married man. Perhaps more disturbing than Sophie's 
sexual desire to readers at the time was her sense of 

independence: ''Fortunately my life is mine alone in all 
the universe to play with." Other groundbreaking 
stories in Ding's early fiction include "A House in 
Qingyun Lane," about a day in the life of a Shanghai 
prostitute who dreams of marriage to her hometown 
peasant sweetheart yet pragmatically reali2es that 
prostitution provides her with probably as comfortable a 
life as she can expect to have. Another surprising story 
by Ding, "New Year; dares to suggest that the best 
thing a mother might do for her young daughter could 
be to leave her, as Ding's own mother did, to get a 
college education. Both these stories appear in giinese 
Women Writers. 

Even after turning to the generally more optimistic 
mode of socialist realism, Ding produced a story that 
forced a disturbing awareness of the female condition 
on her readers. In "When I was in Xia Village" (in 
Mia Sophie'& Diary and Other Storie&), DiDg fOCUICI OD 
the plight of a woman, Purity, who after teeretly and 
courageously using her humiliating coocubinagc among 
the invading Japanese to gather intelligence for the 
Chineae army, returns home only to fKe the contempt 
of her fellow villagers and the ravages of venereal 



I 
dileue. "Being a woman is a diluter," Ding bas 
another female character in the story remark. But by 
1947, two years before Mao Zedong's final Liberation of 
China, Ding had decided to abide by the CCP's policy 
of downplaying feminist aims for the sake of solidarity 
with the rural masses. The Sun Shines Over the 
Sanggan River is a product of Ding's deference to the 
Party. It has been called China's epic of land reform 
and won for Ding the Stalin Priu in 1951; it probably 
did little or nothing, however, for the women of China. 

Nevertheless, as Ding·s second novel and last major 
published work (despite the fact that she lived another 
four decades after writing it), The Sun Shines deserves 
more than a disdainful dismissal. In fact, it tells us a 
great deal about the constraints on the writer, especially 
the feminist writer, who attempts to compose an overt 
and doctrinaire Marxist work. 

The most striking characteristic of Ding's earlier 
fiction - her sensitive portrayal of her characters' 
interior lives - is notably subdued in this novel. With 
a cast of over fifty characters, for which the Foreign 
Languages Press provides a helpful gloaary of names, 
Ding appears to take an egalitarian approach to 
characterization. Instead of having one or two 
protagonists, Ding gives approximately equal attention to 
at least ten characters, the result being that none of 
them seems quite developed enough, certainly not 
enough for the reader to identity with to any great 
extent Several of the most important characters are 
predictably stereotyped. There is an arch-villain 
landlord, Schemer Qian, the village racketeer boss, who 
is apparently incapable of an unselfish impulse. And 
there is a saintly Marxist leader, Comrade Pin, who 
succeafully mobili7.CS the peasants against Qian. Pin is 
a man who willingly sleeps in a ditch and dines on 
froun turnips in his servke to the revolutionary cause. 

Between these two extremes, however, are many 
decidediy more human characters. Old Ou, for instance, 
is a basically good landlord who works his own land, 
which seems to break the standard Marxist literary rule 
that characterization should always be in accord with 
social status. But Ding was not really so daring in her 
portrait of Ou. It actually corresponds very closely 
with the then current CCP policy of appeasement 
toward "middle" peasants, those who owned land but did 
not exploit others. A more interesting character is Wen 
Cai, a low-level Party official and pie~intellectual. 
Ding gives us a glimpie of her talent for Oogolesque 
aatire when she describes Wen'• penchant for making a 
fool of himself, as when he defends an absurd view of 
a literary work he hal ~y read a review of and, later, 
drones on for six hours at a meeting for peuantl who 
mUlt be kept from leaving by armed guards. This 
characterization, too, which at first light appean critical 
of the CCP, in reality illustrates a Party policy - that 
intellectuall must go to the JD8IICI to learn, u Wen 
eventually does. Still another character, Cheng Ren, the 
chairman of the peuantl' mociation, initially appean 
interesting psychologically. Cheng ii torn by his 
commitment to land reform and his love for Heini, the 
landlord Qian'• niece. Ding rCIOlvea Cheng'• dilemma 
by having him conquer bil feelings for Heini and throw 

himself completely into the struggle against her uncle. 
And in the simplistic world of Ding's novel, Cheng's 
reward is no great surprise - the happy discovery that 
his choice was in fact not just in the peasants' best 
interest, but in Heini's too, for she herself was 
oppressed by her uncle. Once again we see a reflection 
of Party policy, notably that socialist reform would 
automatically liberate women. Ding's own earlier 
'Thoughts on March 8" indicates that she had once felt 
otherwise. According to Ding the es.uyist, life was in 
some ways more problematic for women in "liberated" 
China because it was only less conspicuously patriarchal 
than the old feudal society. 

What is most disappointing about The Sun Shines 
is Ding's characterization of women. There are several 
strong female characters, but they are even less 
developed than the males. Gui, for example, is a 
common-sensical, middle-aged peasant woman with 
serious doubts about her role as head of the local 
Marxist women's association. But having introduced her 
and the association, Ding does little with them. 
Another strong woman is the already mentioned Heini, 
a volunteer teacher in the women's literacy group, who 
must cope with her lover's rejection and her position of 
dependence in Schemer Qian's household The happy 
ending that Ding constructs for Heini, as the shy 
recipient of Cheng's long withheld attention, seems far 
less than she deserves. 

Most of the rest of the major female characters in 
Ding's novels fall into one or both of two categories -
the weak or the wily. Mrs. Zhao exemplifies the first 
type. The wife of a local Party organi1.cr, she accepts a 
bribe, a badly needed jacket, from a landlord's wife. 
Mrs. Zhao's husband's response is swift and violent 
"My silly wife is so damn backward, if you don't beat 
her she won't behaver The landlords' wives, cleverer 
than peasant women like Mrs. Zhao, are shown as more 
formidable obstacles to land reform. After a group of 
peasants backs down in their confrontation with a 
landlord'• wife, one village cadre remarks: "Ah, women 
don't fight with guns but they're full of trickL This 
time she fooled them with her crying and miveling. 
That wife of Li's ii not so simple as she looks. She's a 
smiling tiger, much smarter than her husband." Ding 
makes it clear that while the landlords' evil ii rooted in 
the corrupt social system, that of their wives ii 
compounded by their gender. Surely no reader could 
accuse the author of this aentiment of putting feminist 
aiml first, or of even having any. 

Yet there definitely are redeeming aspects of 1be 
Sun Shines Over the Sanapn River. It does give us a 
realistic picture of the difficulty of bringing about land 
reform in China, of breaking the stranglehold of fear 
among the peaantL Ding succeedl, too, in giving us a 
1en1e of the exaltatioa the peuanu no doubt really felt 
after freeing themlelvea from a lifetime of slave labor. 
It ii ear, to imagjne The Sun Sbinea inlpiring support 
for the CCP and to uodentand why its leaden were 10 
pleued with Ding for writing it Unfortunatley, for 
Ding. her moment in the IUD wu lhortlived. JUlt six 
yean after receiving the Stalin Pme, durioa the 



Anti-Rightist Campaign, she was sent out for the first 
of many years of internal exile, condemned for being 
what she tried so bard not to be in writng The Sun 
Shines Over The Sanggan River - a "bourgeois 
individualist." 

1 For a partial translation, see Jonathan Spence's The 
Gate of Heavenly Peace (New York: Viking, 1981~ 

(Editors' Note: The books mentioned in this review are 
available through China Books, 2929 Twenty-Fourth St., 
San Francisco, CA 94ll0.) 

Cora Sandel: Selected Short Stories 
Translated by Barbara Wilson 
(Seattle: Seal Press, 1985) 

By Linda Hunt, Women's Studies Program, Ohio University, 
Athens, Ohio 

Cora Sandel, a Norwegian feminist whose fiction is 
highly regarded throughout Scandinavia, is the author of 
five novels and numerous short stories. Seal Press is to 
be praised for bringing out a selection of 17 of those 
stories; the volume also includes an introduction by 
Barbara Wilson, the translator and compiler, and a list 
of significant events in SandP.l's life. 

The most powerful stories in this book focus on 
the reproductive, sexual, and financial vulnerability of 
women. In "Thank You, Doctor," a pregnant artist is 
talked into having an illegal abortion by her lover, even 
though she feels a strong aversion to the act. She 
comes to see both her lover and the abortionist as 
enemies, but her sense of alienation from the male 
world and a new recognition of its power impel her to 
maintain her dignity through the use of good manners. 
The story is a salutary reminder that reproductive 
freedom can mean freedom to have a baby. 

Another story, 'The Art of Murder," is narrated 
by a middle class woman whose maid tells her about 
the suicide of her cousin who was pregnant out of 
wedlock. As the maid unravels her tale, the employer 
tries to resist the recognition that the cousin took her 
own life at the implicit behest of her impoverished 
rural family which could not support another mouth to 
feed The maid says, '1t was to be expected, Madame. 
It was good she didn't throw herself in the well." The 
employer's need to believe things work out for the best 
contrasts glaringly with the awful truth, revealing the 
gap between women of different classes, a theme in 
much of Sandel's work. 

'The Mystery," about a woman who comes to stay 
with relatives in rural Norway because her life ts in 
shambles, suggests other factors which divide women, 
such as money, respectability, and self-interest. Mrs. 
Isaac, the hostess, closely rations both friendliness and 

food, so that her visitor will make her stay a short one. 
Mrs. Arnold, the visitor, like the protagonist in 'Thank 
You, Doctor," strives to maintain her dignity, in this 
case by pretending at her departure that she bas money 
and a place where she will be welcomed. 

Sandel's bleak vision is made palatable by ironic 
humor, skillful use of narrative technique, and · fine 
style. "Shit-Katrine," about a degraded prostitute, is 
told from the perspective of a female child whose voice 
disturbingly conveys the self-righteousn~ of the town's 
respectable citizens. She says, "Certainly there were 
many of us who . . . felt secretly sorry for Katrine. 
But you have to be careful not to be one of those who 
encourage vice-" 

Sandel's style is characterized by the selection of 
realistic detail which carries emotional meaning. The 
unwanted visitor in 'The Mystery" eats crab, chocolate, 
and cheese in the woods; the need for these delicacies 
suggests the extremity of her need for comfort. The 
whore in "Shit-Katrine" is so infuriated to learn that 
some urban prostitutes wear silk that she can only 
"shout 'Shit, shit, shit,' so that it paraly1.ed her throat" 
In 'The Art of Murder," the suicidal cousin hanged 
herself at the point when "her mother had just turned 
her back on her," the turned back becoming a figure 
for the woman's total rejection by society. 

Cora Sandel is an important twentieth century 
writer whose work has only recently become available 
to an American audience. In addition to Seal Pr~'s 
collection of her short fiction, the Ohio University Preu 
has recently made available her trilogy Alberta and 
Jacob, Alberta and Freedom, and Alberta Alone and 
her last two novels, Keane's Cafe and The Leech. 
Sandel's writing is wonderful, and her work should be 
taught in courses on women's literature. Most 
important, it should be read. 



I 
Women Leaders in American Politics 
Edited by James David Barber and Barbara Kellerman 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1985) 

. By Debrah Bokowski, Columbus, Ohio 

The intent of this anthology is to demonstrate the 
emergence of women into the mainstream of American 
politics by way of illustrative examples of women "who 
led themselves and others to influence and 
achievement" The editors do not claim to offer any 
explanations of how or why this process is taking place. 
The collection of over forty short essays and excerpts 
from larger works is supposed to speak for itself. The 
anthology is not entirely mute, but it does not relate 
any clear message about the growth of political 
participation by American women. This results mainly 
from the fact that the authors have used a traditional 
American government approach to the book., especially 
evident in its organization. That approach does not 
lend itself well to explaining changes in both the type 
and extent of political participation by a group which 
has historically participated in the political process 
differently than men have. This is compounded by the 
fact that the authors provide little in the way of 
context or transition in the introduction to the articles. 
Also, the selection of some of the articles as 
illustrations of political leadership is questionable. 

The book is organized like an American 
government textbook, beginning with a section on 
constitutional democracy and continuing with selections 
on such things as civil liberties, group politics, Congress, 
the presidency, the courts, and so on. This organization 
is suitable for explaining bow the government works, 
but that is not the subject of the book. The 
organization does not contribute to a sense of how or 
why women's political participation bas evolved Instead 
we are simply presented with examples of women in all 
the traditional categories. U read in sequence, this 
requires the reader to make large chronological and 
contextual leaps. Selections move from century to 
century and back again without transition. Also, the 
editors have placed some articles in questionable 
categiories which adds to a sense of discontinuity. For 
example, in the section on constitutional democracy, the 
reader moves directly from Abigail Adams (1804) to 
analyses of the defeat of the ERA and then to the 
particular problems of Ella Orasso as governor of 
Connecticut and Jane Byrne as mayor of Chicago. The 
latter two were placed in the constitutional democracy 
section to represent the federal system of government 
However, the federal system is not at issue in the 
articles. Instead the emphasis is on the particular 
political situations of the two women. Without any 
transition, the next section on civil liberties takes us 
back to the tum of the century and Margaret Sanger's 
birth control movement Headings alooc do not provide 
cohesion or direction and neither docs the content of 
the articles. 

Thia confusion may have been allayed or avoided 
altogether had the editors presented more than just a 

cursory introduction to the book, provided political 
context for the articles and made some transition from 
one essay to the next. For example, there are two 
selections about women in Congress, one on Bella 
Abzug in the House and one on Margaret Chase Smith, 
the first woman senator. There is no background given 
about female members of Congress that would help the 
reader put the two legislators in historical perspective. 
For instance, the percentage of women in Congress bas 
changed little since Smith first sat in Congress. 
However, in the past the predominant characteristic of 
women in Congress was that they were appointed to fill 
the terms of their dead husbands. Now women arc 
seeking politics as a career and running for office in 
their own right The political styles of Smith and 
Abzug are quite different, one quietly working within 
traditional Senate norms, the other deliberately going 
against House protocol The editors could have used 
the contrast between Smith and Abzug to discuss 
changes in female congressional membership, but instead 
they only provided very brief biographical sketches. 

Criticism about sequence, transition, and the 
collection as a whole may be moot for most readers of 
anthologies, because most readers will assign or be 
assigned only some of the articles and may never read 
the book in its entirety. Thus another way of 
evaluating the book is on the basis of whether or not 
there are enough good articles to warrant using it for a 
class. While there arc some good articles, many 
contribute little to an understanding of women and 
politics, and there arc some whose presence in a book 
about women political leaders is even dubious. 

Exemplifying the good articles arc the two pieces 
about the ERA which originally appeared in the 
political science journal PS, "Building Support for the 
Equal Rights Amendment" by Janet Boles and "Public 
Opinion and the Equal Rights Amendment" by Mark R. 
Daniels, Robert Darcy, and Joseph W. Westphal Both 
articles work well in an anthology because they were 
originally written to be concise; they arc informative 
and they have a clear statement to make. However, 
here, as elsewhere in the book., the structure of the 
collection interferes with the theme. The public 
opinion article is very interesting. but it is not about 
women political leaders. 

While the two articles on the ERA have 
particular points to make, many of the selections seem 
to serve simply as examples of women functioning in 
all the traditional categories, i.e., governor, mayor, 
lawyer, bureaucrat, etc. For inltance, there are two 
very brief pieces oo Elizabeth Dole, Transportation 
Secretary in the Reagan administration and wife ol 
Senate majority leader, Robert Dole. One ol the 
articles is from the Wubingtoo Pelt and deall with 



possible conflicts of interest between the cong-reaional 
Dole and the administration Dole. It also hints at 
future political possibilities for both of the two 
politically capable Doles. The other piece is from an 
interview with Elizabeth Dole that appeared in Ms. 
magainze in which Dole is placed in the unenviable 
position of trying to defend the Reagan administration's 
policies on women's issues. The Elizabeth Dole articles 
present the reader with a successful, Republican 
political leader. But what is the status of other 
Republican women? Have they made significant inroads 
into positions of power in the party? The problem of 
only using individual examples is that it is difficult to 
gauge the progrea of women in roles of political 
leaderhsip. 

A few of the women discuued in the book are 
questionable as "women leaders in American politics." 
Including them in the volume really stretches the notion 
of what political leadership might mean (no definition 
is given by Barber and Kellerman). The editors do 
indicate that the articles themselves will reveal the 
political context However, "political context" is often 
quite peripheral to the main thrust of the article. Two 
examples of this are the selections on Margaret Sanger, 

founder of the birth control movement, and Barbara 
Walters, TV anchorperson. The excerpt from Margaret 
Sanger's book was included to illustrate the issue of 
freedom of speech, included only because the book is 
organiz.ed like an American Government text The 
same could be said for the article on Walters. She is 
included because "public opinion IS profoundly shaped 
by the mass media," again, a standard textbook topic. 
However, the selection on Walters does not deal with a 
female anchorperson's effect on public opinion. It deals 
with the obstacles Walters faced in TV journalism 
because of her gender and how Walters chose to deal 
with those obstacles. We would not describe Dan 
Rather or Harry Reasoner as an American political 
leader. In the zeal to present female role models, one 
should not paint an inappropriate picture of the 
participation of American women. 

Women Leaders in American Politics does present 
evidence that there are now women in leadership 
positions throughout our governmental system. 
However, it adds little to our understanding of the 
changes that have and are taking place in the nature 
and extent of women's political participation in 
America 

The Wild Woman: An Inquiry into the Anthropomgy 
of an Idea 
By Sharon W. Tiffany and Kathleen J. Adams 
(Cambridge, MA.: Schenkman Publishing Company, Inc., 1985) 

By John Stewart, Department of English, Ohio Stale University, Columbus, Ohio 

This short book asserts the idea that the notion of 
woman as a wild and paradoxical being has exercised in 
the past, and continues to exercise, a certain hegemony 
over the Western imagination. The claim is that in an 
idealised view, women are recognized as morally and 
spiritually superior to men, but - and simultaneously -
socially and biologically inferior. Women, therefore, 
share in the jeopardy faced by primitives of the exotic 
Third World. Like primitives, they are forced into the 
service of the Western male ego. This ego recognizes 
itself in complementary opposition to others, and 
therefore forces others into oppositional roles which are 
of its own creation, without concern for the beingness 
of others themselves. 

This pattern, it is argued, has been enforced 
through the invention and establishment of a mythical 
"wild woman" imagery which bas acquired legitimacy 
through its varied but continued appearance in 
anthropology and imaginative literature. Wildness as 
the essence of female ontogeny. The "wild woman" -
sometime matriarch, sometime amazon, servant, virgin, 
or any combination of these - is seen as a male 
invention expressly concerned with the perpetuation of 
male supremacy. The purpose of this book, then is to 

reveal that prcx:eD of co-optation and re-definition 
which underlies the purveying of this imagery, and 
thereby encourage its rejection. 

The book is divided into five topical chapters: 
The Archaic Matriarch, Encounters with the Wild 
Woman, The Primitive Woman, The Virgin and the 
Amazon, and The Romance Revisited. These chapters 
are further divided into twelve sections, which are 
themselves divided into twenty-five subsections, all 
within 148 pages that include a 35 page bibliography, 
and a four page index. As might be expected from a 
distribution such as this, the scholarship here is not 
intensive. The sub-headings are provocative - "Woman 
Evolving", "Mothers and Wives in Polygynous 
Marriages," "Sexual Licence and Utopia in the New 
World" - but ultimately unsatisfying. Di.scusmons 
beneath these sub-heads are for the most part quite 
brief, heavily slanted, and couched in a style that was 
popularized in the 1960s by Blacks engaged in a radical 
recovery of their consciousnCM called "ripping off the 
covers." As a piece of scholarship, the book has the 
aspect of an overgrown prospectus -- a guide to the 
detailed research and discourse which ought to occur. 



Perhaps, though, this is in keeping with the 
writers' wishes: ''This book is addressed to an audience 
concerned about the lives and experiences of women 
everywhere. We perceive our task to be stimulating 
criticism and debate, and we challenge others to pursue 
additional research on the legacy of the Wild Woman." 
They are less concerned with a fully developed 
presentation of scholarship than with awakening readers 
to the perpetuation of an insidious exploitation which 
can and should be rectified There can be no denying 
that such an awakening has been overdue, and should 
be welcome, or that scholarship should count the 
liberation from oppressive myths among its objectives. 
But by now the sounding alarm - that women are 
exploited, and men are the culprit - is somewhat 
over-familiar. Its insistence suggests a wariness or 
sluggishness toward taking up the responsibilities which 
should follow. Now that the pattern of exploitation 
and oppression are acknowledged, what steps are to be 
taken toward creating the "new realities''? What are 
the factors linking women in a presumed universal 
sisterhood? (Particularly given the hot challenge by 
Third World representatives to any such positing of 
sisterhood at last year's meeting in Kenya.) Are the 
images of "wildness" themselves the root of the iuue, or 
are they instances of a broader problem having to do 
with Western dualism? Can a new humanity be 
claimed by women without any acknowledgement of 
their participation in the dehumanization of others? 
This question is grounded in an awarene&11 
particularly among practicing anthropologists (which the 
two writers are) - that the dehumanization of others 
can be a subtle but deadly affair even where there is 
no intention to carry out such, and women, from 
Isabella to the Dutch mother characters in Mittlebou.er 
(to follow a pattern in The Wild Woman, who are not 
cited in the text, bad quite a band in constructing and 
maintaining the "primitive" and "third" worlds. We 
know too that n,way women in this country take their 
stand u racists, and there is no evidence of a grand 
movement among Afrikaner women in South Africa to 
free themselves from apartheid My point is that the 
grand categories - primitive/women/men - which are 
inevitably dehumanizing, and which are central to the 
thesis of this book, remain unexamined in it After the 
cataloging of instances in which women have been 
exploited and opprCSled, these, it would seem to me, 
would be some of the questions that would draw 
attention. But Tiffany and Adams are still at the 

propagandizing stage, and their text to some extent 
lends substance to the imagery they criticiu. 

Their inter-weaving of literary and ethnographic 
detail in the illustration of the "wild woman" ideology 
is interesting, but at times ethnographic, literary, and 
biographical detail are erratically interpreted, as though 
there were no distinction between them. In an 
anthropological ten one would expect some modifying 
statement on the issue of universals: but one finds 
none here. This is important From a Third World 
point of view White American feminists are often seen 
as the new exploiters - and hypocritical ones - milking 
some putative commonality with oppressed non-white 
peoples for their own benefit The universal categories 
"woman"f'man" as used in this text need therefore to be 
justified or refined, and in the proceu - again speaking 
anthropologically one would appreciate some 
clarification on the relative importance of gender, race, 
and culture as critically unifying or analytic factors. 
This book does not go there, though. 

Instead, wildnCSI is uncovered in a rapid-fire series 
of instances which aggregate around the repeated theme 
- wildnCSI is a male construct imposed upon women. 
Zeal and determination are prominent attributes of the 
writing. So much so, that some of the generaliutions 
made are really quite over-blown - ''Twentieth-century 
literature explores themes of psychological interiors 
through personal quests into the Guyanese rain foresL" 
Twentieth-century literature is certainly about much 
more than is claimed here, but that complexity is 
disregarded Such a style undermines the success of the 
ten, as do the grand assertion, the over-weaning claim, 
some loose analogies, original statements lifted out of 
conten and at times modified without explanation, and 
some just bad writing. Despite the high-pitched 
rhetoric, though, the book does draw attention to a 
significant iaue the management of human 
relationships through the fostering of symbols and their 
interpretation - and one wishes that it got into deeper 
analysis of this subject. But then, the writers were 
more interested in carrying through a political act, 
pre1eoting a self-evident (once one shares certain 
details) situation. for tbOlc who might be interested in 
exotic detail around the question of oppreaed 
womanhood, and who don't mind putting a ~e to 
weed through its comple:lities on bold, this might be 
likeable read. 



Women's Folklore, Women's Culture 
Edited by Rosan A. Jordan and Susan J. Kalcik 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1986) 

By Glynis Carr, Department of English and Center for Women's 
Studies, The Ohio State University, Columbu.s, Ohio 

Although women have long been active in and 
important to the study of folklore, the feminist study of 
women's lore and culture has a short history. In 1975, 
Claire R. Farrer's Women and Folklore appeared in 
which women's involvement in folklore studies, both as 
subjects and as researchers, was sketched from the 
Grimm brothers' collection of marchen from German 
peasant women in the early nineteenth century to the 
emergence of feminist folklore studies in the 1970s. 
Farrer's decade by decade survey revealed that, while 
women have always been prominent in folkloristics, our 
involvement has often only reinforced the stereotypes 
against which we struggle today. In the past, women 
were used extensively as informants, but only if they or 
their lore fit prevailing gender stereotypes. For 
example, women's lore about children, health and 
healing, marriage, and charms has been collected, but 
not women's occupational lore. Similarly, women 
researchers were bound by paradigms reflecting male 
dominance of culture. The present volume, Women'J 
Folklore, Women's Culture, continues the work begun 
by Farrer, anthologizing some of the best 
representative studies of the last decade of feminist 
folkloristics and setting them within a framework which 
could serve as the basis of ''Women and Folklore" 
classes or as a guide for future research. Moreover, it 
is an excellent and engaging volume for the common 
reader as well, presenting as it does a rich variety of 
female folk experiences. 

Jordan and Kalcik organize the essays about some 
of the central problems of studying women in 
patriarchal culture: how to account for the separation 
of the sexes into two (or more) distinct subcultures and 
for the various relationships which these subcultures 
enpy (or suffer). The authors maintain that women's 
cultures have been ignored because women's lore is 
collaborative and largely enacted in private, while men's 
lore is competitive, more visible, and public. The 
difficulty of collecting women's lore has implications, 
however, which the essayists do not pursue. To what 
extent, for example, is women's lore subject to 
censorship and self-censorship? Does women's folklore 
contain gaps of silence? Is privacy of performance a 
matter of style, or a necesmty of survival? Folklorists 
might learn a great deal from literary critics in this 
regard; their extensive critique of women writers' 
problems of creativity might be fruitfully applied. 

At any rate, the editors group the essays into 
three divisions: Part One treats ''Women in Private, 
Women with Women"; Part Two addresses ''Women in 
Public"; and Part Three, 'Two Worlds/One World," 
discusses the relationships between men's and women's 

folklore and culture. Each section addresses 
methodological techniques and problems, and the essays 
demonstrate a variety of theoretical approaches to 
women and folklore. Notably absent, however, are 
contributions about Black, feminist, and lesbian women. 

The important finding of the volume is "that a 
thoughtful examination of women's culture disproves -
that women are neces.urily powerleSL. Despite male 
domination of one sort or another, many of the women 
studied here are very much in control of themselves 
and their worlds, and a sense of real power is 
communicated by their folklore." Aesthetics, women's 
sense of the beautiful, and their modes of creativity are 
primary foci. Throughout, women are seen as subjects 
using folklore to construct the world. 

Among the essays in Part One is Linda Degh's 
"Dial a Story, Dial an Audience" which examines two 
old women in Gary, Indiana who immigrated to 
America from Hungary in their youths. Degh describes 
their retention of the peasant world-view and their 
maintenance of Old World cultural traditions, even as 
they are transformed and modified by modem 
technology, notably television and telephone. Degh 
paints a fascinating portrait of two old friends, lively 
and enjoying life, despite the extreme isolation and 
solitude with which they must cope as they age. Rosan 
Jordan's es.uy, "The Vaginal Serpent and Other Themes 
from Mexican-American Women's Lore," describes an 
extensive body of lore about snakes, lizards, and water 
dogs that chase women, invade their bodies, and 
impregnate them. 

Margaret Y ocum's groundbreaking study of her 
grandparents, Bertha and Elmer Yocum, describes 
Elmer's public narration of family stories at meals, 
reunions, and church events in a male style 
characterized as competitive and teasing. But Margaret's 
style and performances (and, Yocum suggests, women's 
styles generally), may be easily overlooked, because she 
is reticent in public and non-competitive. Privacy is a 
requisite for collection from women, for women often 
only narrate in such places as kitchens during the 
preparation of meals, or in private sitting places, drawn 
together in intimate pairs and speaking in lowered 
voices. Other female folklore forms are "ephemeral," 
''brief," and must be "constantly recvreated," such as 
flower arrangements and meals laid out on "set" tables. 
Women's stories are often connected with material 
culture, with the showing of a snapshot album, or they 
are performed while sewing, trading recipes, and 
cooking. 



Part Two, "Women in Public," contains my favorite, 
Susan Kalcik's article on "Women's Handles and the 
Performance of Identity in the CB Community." This 
humorous and delightful piece investigates women's 
self-naming practices as an indicator of their group and 
individual identities. She finds that the names women 
choose for themselves reflect the good woman/bad 
woman dichotomy of our culture, as they appeal to the 
CB community's self-image as a close-knit, mutually 
supportive one, the mythos of which they live out in an 
urban, technologically complex world. The names (like 
Sugar Babe, Punkin Seed, Midnight Delight, and Satin 
Sheets) assert stereotypical images of women which do 
not reflect the complexity of the women's roles within 
the community. Kalcik says that women name 
themselves in order to make "their sexual identity on 
the air clear, if only temporarily, to promote sexual 
banter and flirtation, to provide a safe public identity 
that fits with the group's public identity, and to play 
down forces that work against social cohesion." Thus a 
group whose membership is fluid and voluntary can be 
maintained. 

Part Three poses what many will see as the most 
serious theoretical problems: given that women and 
men comprise different subcultures, what are the 
relationships between these subcultures? In a context 
of sexual asymmetry, are women always subordinate to 
men? Or are men's and women's spheres 
complementary? A third possibility - that of an 
autonomous women's culture - is not addressed; these 
emys are all about heterosexual women in relation to 
each other or to men. Karen Baldwin asserts, in her 
''Woof! A Word on Women's Roles in Family 
Storytelling," that family lore is collaborative and that 
no one performer can be the source for the entire 
corpus of lore. Family lore has many "social centers." 
This essay should be studied with Yocom's, for it too 
addresses differences among male and female narrators. 
Baldwin finds that women's stories are more 
open-ended, less bound to plot, and that they often 
frame or complete the performances of men, which arc 
given priority in mixed audiences. Differences in men's 
and women's themes reflect the sexual division of labor. 
Thus women's stories arc often about childrearing and 
family members' personalities, because it is women's job 
to maintain the family genealogy. Her conclusion is 
that women's and men's story-telling roles within the 
family are complimentary, but this may be a hopeful 
conclusion, for it implies that they are equally valued -
which. if we judge by the priority given to performers 
or even the activity of folklorists, is obviously false. 

Margaret Mills's essay concerns the themes of sex 
role reversal and sex change in the narratives of 

Muslim men and women in a community in 
Afghanistan. She concludes that men arc more 
concerned with sex roles and sex changes than women 
and that men narrate stories almost exclusively about 
men while women narrate about both women and men. 
She attributes this not to women's greater interest in 
men, but to men's avoidance of women and women's 
themes in narrative. Obviously, women's subordination 
is signaled here, for although men have the power to 
ignore women and assert an autonomous, homosocial 
culture, women can not afford to ignore men. 

Finally, Elain Jahncr discusscs a Brule Sioux 
woman's narrative of her life history. In her "woman 
Remembering: Life History as Exemplary Pattern," 
Jabner takes as her subject the connections between 
personal lives and the larger social and political events, 
cooncctions which must be the source fo understanding 
women's role in society. She would study uniqueness in 
life histories to reveal how individuals use their 
creativities to "shape and escape" received social roles. 
Analyzing Sioux ritual, Jabner finds that women's 
primary social role is "establishing a center and drawing 
power toward that central point Men experience the 
center as a focus, and then they move outward to put 
power to work for the community." Women's and men's 
roles and lore are thus complimentary in Sioux culture 
- one could not exist without the other and each is 
equally valued by the culture as a whole. It is also 
interesting to note that Sioux women define themselves 
as artists and enact their art especially in the 
production of crafts and stories. Women use their art 
to establish a link between the everyday and tradition, 
or spirit, in order to integrate forces of change into 
daily life. Thus, for these women, an orientation to the 
future is part of tradition. When reconstructing the 
past in their life histories, Sioux women tend to 
emphasize the positive, tend to make their lives into 
texts which can then be used by others to master 
adversity. The narrator discussed. Ann Keller, 
concentrated on life episodes which gave her strength, 
not which revealed her victimi!ation. 

Overall. despite its shortcomings, Women's 
Folklore, Women's Culture is an excellent . book, 
beautifully produced, including photographs and a 
thorough bibliography. For readers who are not 
folklore scholars, Jordan's and Kalcik's work will prove 
entertaining and stimulating became of the variety of 
women's cultures it delCribel. For folklore ICbolars it ii 
required reading, indicating as it does the current state 
of the field, cspeclally in its addrea of feminist 
methodological and theoretical problems which have yet 
to be solved 

•••••••••••••• 



Equal Pay for Comparable Worth: The Working 
Woman's Issue of the Ei&)lties 
By Frances C. Butner 
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1986) 

By Virginia Midkiff, ThL Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 

Hutner's purpose in writing this book "is to help 
people understand this controversial working women's 
issue of the eighties. The arguments for and against 
the issue and the consequences when pay equity was 
actually instituted in Australia and other places are 
documented. The author gives the historical background 
of the problem and cites case studies that have set 
precedents in court. The book closes by giving the 
reader the current status of pay equity in the courts 
and in the work place. 

Women have been entering the workforce in 
unprecedented numbers during the last two decades and 
increasingly more of them find themselves the sole 
support of themselves and their children. These 
working women systematically earn much less than their 
male counterparts. A number of studies substantiate 
this fact. These low wages mean less money for 
retirement years, as well as for the present time, and 
the working women of today are becoming increasingly 
conscious of the way business has short- changed them. 
They are becoming more militant in pushing for higher 
pay. 

Hutner delves into the arguments typically used to 
explain why women earn less than men - lower 
educational levels, length of continuity of service in the 
labor market, higher rates of absenteeism and turnover 
- and then points out that economists, even after 
making allowances for these differences, have been 
unable to account for all of the female-male wage gap. 
The various economic theories are disc~d, as well as 
the controversial job evaluation techniques used to point 
out the disparity in rates of pay. 

An historical overview of pay equity as a social 
issue in other countries is given, with particular 
emphasis on Australia and Canada. The author cites 
the struggle for equal pay here in the United States, a 
struggle which has increased in intensity a.,; economic 

pressures have forced an unprecedented number of 
women into the labor force since World War II, to the 
point where women will soon equal men in their 
participation rate. 

To compile this resource on pay equity, Hutner 
gets the grass roots story. She used personal interviews 
with those directly involved in getting the Equal Pay 
Act pas.<;ed in 1963, as well as with those people who 
bad the biggest stakes in the individual court cases. 
The in-depth case studies take up a big portion of the 
book. The author points out the particular significance 
of each of these key cases to bring the pay equity issue 
to this point in time. 

The book points out the slower rate of progress 
for pay equity under the Reagan Administration, but 
also the steadily growing support for equity. There is 
strong opposition to pay equity from many employers 
and the large numbers of women entering 
service-producing areas severely hampers progress. 

Optimism comes when we look at the vigorous 
campaigns mounted by many unions as they see the 
potential to increase their membership rolls. Other 
organizations such as NOW have made the issue one of 
top priority and many in the Democratic Party are 
eager to show their support. The increasing media 
attention bas kept this important women's issue in the 
limelight. As much as those opposed would like to see 
the issue go away, those closely involved don't believe 
this is going to happen. 

As Hutner had hoped, this book "will be helpful 
to explain pay equity theory and practice to students in 
the large and growing number of women's studies 
programs as well as in courses on economic principles 
and labor economics. It will be helpful, also, to both 
public and private employers and their organizations." 

Tribute 
Martha P. Lawry, Assistant Professor Emeritus, Ohio 

State University Libraries, died on 16 December 1986, at 
her home in Columbus. Ms. Lawry held several 
positions during her decade of service (197~1986) at 
Ohio State, among them Head of the Women's Studies 
Library (1979-1980) and Head of the Catalog Department 
(1982-1986). Professor Lawry was an active member of 
many professional organizations and held several 

positions of leadership, including service as a member 
of the Executive Board of the Academic Library 
Association of Ohio and of the Board of Directors of 
the Ohio Library Foundation. She contributed 
substantively to the literature of women's studies and 
librarianship, especially as co-editor and editor 
(1979-1980) of The Women's Studies Review. 
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Factory Women: Work[Jlace and Society, 1880-1914. By Rose L. Glickman. Berkeley: University of California 
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